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Using	an	abundance	of	meticulously	organized	melodies	drawn	from	the	literature	of	composed	music	and	a	wide	range	of	the	world’s	folk	music,	Ottman	and	Rogers	provide	the	most	engaging	and	comprehensive	Sight	Singing	text	on	the	market.	Arranging	its	21	chapters	to	study	both	pitch	and	rhythm,	this	book	presents	melodies	and	over	1200
exercises	that	enable	readers	to	develop	the	skills	of	reading	pitch,	reading	rhythm,	and	combining	these	two	essential	elements.	The	Seventh	Edition	contains	30%	more	rhythmic	exercises	and	new	structured	improvisation	exercises.		For	professionals	with	a	career	in	music,	music	education,	and	composition.	Loading	PreviewSorry,	preview	is
currently	unavailable.	You	can	download	the	paper	by	clicking	the	button	above.	Eyes	and	Ears	is	a	book	of	melodies	for	use	in	practicing	sight-singing.	You	can	download	it	for	free.	It	currently	contains	about	400	melodies,	arranged	systematically	for	education.	So	far,	I've	concentrated	on	assembling	a	body	of	relatively	easy	material	that	would	be
sufficient	for	the	first	semester	or	two	of	a	college-level	musicianship	course.	There	is	a	small	amount	of	didactic	text,	but	if	you're	going	to	use	the	book	for	self-instruction,	you'll	need	some	background	in	basic	music	theory,	and	preferably	access	to	someone	knowledgeable	to	provide	guidance.	Eyes	and	Ears	is	being	used	by:	Danny	Beard	at	the
University	of	Southern	Mississippi	Laura	Ritchie's	Music	654	at	the	University	of	Chichester	Joel	Matthys	at	Carroll	University	Mansoor	Habibdoost's	solfege	course	at	the	University	of	Guilan	Daniel	Shaw	at	Johns	Hopkins	University's	Center	for	Talented	Youth	summer	program	in	Carlisle,	PA	Ruth	Robertson	at	Lincoln	University	of	Missouri,
Jefferson	City,	MO	Rob	Swenson's	AP	Music	Theory	at	American	Heritage	School,	American	Fork,	Utah	Peter	Knapp	at	Long	Beach	City	College	University	Prep,	Redding,	CA	Joel	Matthys	has	written	open-source	ear	training	software	called	Latido	that	incorporates	the	melodies	in	Eyes	and	Ears.	Paul	Morris	has	made	a	version	of	the	anthology	that
uses	a	nontraditional	notation	system	called	Clairnote.	Download	book	sight.pdf	LaTeX	and	Lilypond	source	code	Buy	a	Printed	Copy	Printed	copies	are	available	via	Lulu.com	for	$7.39	plus	shipping.	Click	here	to	buy	a	copy.	This	is	just	a	fun	project	for	me,	so	I'm	not	taking	any	royalty	from	sales	on	Lulu.	Getting	Involved	Please	contact	me	if	you're
interested	in	getting	involved	in	this	free-information	project.	The	following	would	be	good	ways	to	help:	Test-drive	the	book.	Use	it	for	self-instruction,	or,	if	you're	a	teacher,	photocopy	pages	with	materials	you	like,	hand	them	out,	and	use	them	in	class.	Let	me	know	how	it	went,	and	give	me	suggestions	for	improvements.	Send	me	photocopies	of
public-domain	sheet	music.	Please	make	sure	to	include	the	title	page	and	copyright	page	so	I	can	document	the	fact	that	it's	a	public	domain	edition.	My	address	is	2233	Loma	Alta	Dr.,	Fullerton,	CA	92833,	USA.	Some	notes:	Just	because	a	melody's	original	composer	has	been	dead	for	hundreds	of	years,	that	doesn't	mean	we	can	use	a	modern,
copyrighted	edition	of	his/her	work	in	this	kind	of	book.	The	editorial	work	can	also	be	copyrighted.	To	be	safe,	make	sure	the	sheet	music	you're	dealing	with	was	published	before	1923.	(Many	editions	you'll	find	in	print	today	are	actually	just	reproductions	of	19th-century	sheet	music.)	Good	online	sources	for	public-domain	music	include	the
Mutopia	project	and	the	Choral	Public	Domain	Library.	It's	very	hard	to	find	extremely	easy	pieces	of	sheet	music	for	sight	singing,	e.g.,	pieces	whose	only	leaps	are	between	notes	of	the	tonic	triad.	They're	particularly	valuable.	With	more	difficult	pieces,	there's	no	shortage	of	material	out	there.	Use	taste	and	judgment.	Make	sure	it's	singable.
Sources	and	Legal	Stuff	Nearly	all	the	melodies	in	Eyes	and	Ears	are	in	the	public	domain.	The	source	of	each	song	is	noted	in	the	Lilypond	source	code.	The	source	code	archive	also	includes	a	file	called	"permissions"	that	includes	the	texts	of	some	e-mails	from	people	who	have	done	editorial	work	on	the	tunes,	giving	permission	for	their	use	in	this
project.	Melodies	entered	by	me	from	public-domain	sources	In	cases	where	the	Lilypond	source	code	file	was	entered	by	me,	Ben	Crowell,	from	a	public-domain	source,	I	dedicate	that	particular	file	to	the	public	domain.	Melodies	from	the	Mutopia	project	As	noted	in	the	source	code,	a	particular	Lilypond	file	may	be	from	the	Mutopia	project,	and
then	the	editorial	work	that	went	into	creating	that	is	copyrighted	by	the	person	who	did	the	work.	A	notice	on	the	Mutopia	site	states	that	"All	music	is	either	in	the	public	domain,	released	under	the	MutopiaBSD	licence,	or	released	under	the	Creative	Commons	Attribution-ShareAlike	License."	In	all	three	of	these	possible	cases,	it	is	legal	for	you	to
download,	copy,	modify,	redistribute,	and	sell	a	work	such	as	Eyes	and	Ears	that	incorporates	that	melody,	but	in	return	you	must	comply	with	the	relevant	license,	and	it's	up	to	you	to	look	up	the	licensing	information	on	the	Mutopia	site.	Melodies	from	the	Choral	Public	Domain	Library	Similarly,	some	of	the	melodies	are	from	the	Choral	Public
Domain	Library.	Despite	the	site's	name,	the	editorial	work	involved	is,	by	default,	copyrighted	by	the	person	who	did	the	work,	and	these	melodies	are	therefore	not	actually	public	domain	unless	the	editor	has	specifically	made	her	edition	P.D.	As	with	the	Mutopia	project,	it's	up	to	you	to	find	out	the	license,	but	the	only	CPDL	melodies	incorporated
in	Eyes	and	Ears	are	those	that	either	are	P.D.	or	have	permissive	copyleft	licensing.	(Some	of	the	melodies	in	the	CPDL	are	under	more	restrictive	licenses,	which	forbid	commercial	use,	or	allow	only	religious	use.	Melodies	with	such	licenses	are	not	included	in	Eyes	and	Ears.)	Melodies	from	Thierry	Klein	As	noted	in	the	source	code,	many	of	the
French	folk	songs	are	from	Thierry	Klein's	web	site,	which	is	now	defunct.	These	melodies	are	all	public	domain,	and	his	transcriptions	have	been	used	with	his	permission.	Thanks,	Thierry!	Melodies	from	the	Max	Hunter	Collection	The	melodies	in	the	Max	Hunter	folk	song	collection	at	Southwest	Missouri	State	University	have	been	edited	by	Dr.
Michael	F.	Murray,	and	he	believes	them	all	to	be	in	the	public	domain.	Copyright	of	everything	else	Other	than	the	public-domain	melodies,	everything	else	about	the	book	is	copyright	2004	by	Benjamin	Crowell,	and	licensed	under	your	choice	of	the	Creative	Commons	Attribution-ShareAlike	license	or	GPL	v3.	This	includes	the	original	music	I've
written	for	the	book,	as	well	as	the	copyright	for	the	anthologizing	of	the	melodies	(i.e.,	selecting	and	collecting	them,	which	is	subject	to	its	own	copyright	even	though	most	of	the	melodies	are	public	domain).	Customizing	the	Book	The	easiest	way	to	obtain	the	book	is	simply	to	download	the	Adobe	Acrobat	(PDF)	file.	However,	some	people	might
also	want	to	compile	it	from	the	Lilypond	source,	e.g.,	in	order	to	customize	it.	Note	that	if	you're	redistributing	the	customized	version	(as	opposed	to	just	using	it	yourself),	your	customizations	need	to	be	released	under	the	same	license	(that's	the	"share-alike"	part	of	the	license's	name).	To	compile	the	book	yourself,	you	basically	just	download	the
source	code	file	to	a	Unix	machine,	unpack	it,	get	in	the	directory	it	creates,	and	do	the	command	`make'.	You	will	need	to	have	installed	the	following	software	already:	LaTeX,	Lilypond,	Perl,	flex,	and	bison.	If	you	want	it	to	construct	the	thematic	index,	you'll	also	need	to	download	my	open-source	software	Clamor	(just	the	software,	not	the	big	file
containing	the	samples).	You	have	to	compile	and	install	Clamor	as	explained	in	its	documentation,	and	then	modify	the	file	build.pl	in	the	Eyes	and	Ears	distribution	so	that	the	`use	lib'	line	gives	the	directory	in	which	Lily.pm	is	installed.	If	you're	going	to	include	new	melodies	in	the	book,	they	have	to	be	formatted	in	a	certain	way,	using	a	specific
subset	of	the	Lilypond	language,	and	with	certain	information	in	the	header	section.	Basically,	you	can	just	look	at	the	files	that	are	already	in	the	book	and	base	yours	on	them.	If	you	don't	do	the	headers	correctly,	the	melody	won't	have	the	right	title,	and	won't	be	indexed	by	title	and	composer.	My	script	that	generates	the	thematic	index	will	also
get	upset	if	you	use	fancy	features	of	Lilypond	that	it	doesn't	know	about;	all	that	happens	then	is	that	you'll	see	an	error	message	flash	by	while	you're	compiling	the	book,	and	that	particular	melody	will	be	omitted	from	the	thematic	index.	File	loading	please	wait...	MUSIC	FOR	SIGHT	SINGING	Ninth	Edition	NANC	Y	ROGERS	College	of	Music
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pages	xix–xx.	Copyright	©	2014,	2011,	2007,	by	Pearson	Education,	Inc.,	1	Lake	Street,	Upper	Saddle	River,	NJ,	07458.	All	rights	reserved.	Manufactured	in	the	United	States	of	America.	This	publication	is	protected	by	Copyright,	and	permission	should	be	obtained	from	the	publisher	prior	to	any	prohibited	reproduction,	storage	in	a	retrieval	system,
or	transmission	in	any	form	or	by	any	means,	electronic,	mechanical,	photocopying,	recording,	or	likewise.	To	obtain	permission(s)	to	use	material	from	this	work,	please	submit	a	written	request	to	Pearson	Education,	Inc.,	Permissions	Department,	One	Lake	Street,	Upper	Saddle	River,	New	Jersey	07458,	or	you	may	fax	your	request	to	201-236-3290.
Library	of	Congress	Cataloging-in-Publication	Data	Ottman,	Robert	W.	Music	for	sight	singing/	Nancy	Rogers,	Robert	W.	Ottman.—9th	ed.	p.	cm.	Some	selections	contain	words.	ISBN-13:	978-0-205-93833-9	ISBN-10:	0-205-93833-7	1.	Sight-singing.	I.	Rogers,	Nancy.	II.	Title.	MT870.O86	2013	781.4⬘23--dc23	2012030180	10	9	8	7	6	5	4	3	2	1	Student
Edition:	ISBN-10:	0-205-93833-7	ISBN-13:	978-0-205-93833-9	Instructor’s	Resource	Copy:	ISBN-10:	0-205-93968-6	ISBN-13:	978-0-205-93968-8	CONTENTS	(R)	indicates	Rhythmic	Reading	exercises	PREFACE	x	IN	MEMORIAM	xiii	ACKNOWLEDGMENTS	xv	PART	I	MELODY:	RHYTHM:	1	RHYTHM:	DIATONIC	INTERVALS	DIVISION	OF	THE	BEAT
Simple	Meters;	The	Beat	and	Its	Division	into	Two	Parts	1	RHYTHMIC	READING	1	Section	1	(R).	The	quarter	note	as	the	beat	unit.	Beat-note	values	and	larger	only	3	Section	2	(R).	The	quarter	note	as	the	beat	unit	and	its	division.	Dotted	notes	and	tied	notes	4	Section	3	(R).	Two-part	drills	6	Section	4	(R).	Note	values	other	than	the	quarter	note	as
beat	values	7	Section	5	(R).	Two-part	drills	10	iii	2	MELODY:	RHYTHM:	Stepwise	Melodies,	Major	Keys	Simple	Meters;	The	Beat	and	Its	Division	into	Two	Parts	12	SIGHT	SINGING	12	Section	1.	Major	keys,	treble	clef,	the	quarter	note	as	the	beat	unit.	Key	signatures	with	no	more	than	three	sharps	or	three	flats	13	Section	2.	Bass	clef	16	Section	3.
Other	meter	signatures	18	Section	4.	Duets	20	Section	5.	Structured	improvisation	22	3	MELODY:	RHYTHM:	Leaps	within	the	Tonic	Triad,	Major	Keys	Simple	Meters	24	Section	1.	Major	keys,	treble	clef,	leaps	of	a	third,	fourth,	fifth,	and	octave	within	the	tonic	triad.	The	quarter	note	as	the	beat	unit	26	Bass	clef	31	Leaps	of	a	sixth	within	the	tonic
triad	33	The	half	note	and	the	eighth	note	as	beat	units	35	Duets	37	Key	signatures	with	five,	six,	and	seven	sharps	or	flats	40	Structured	improvisation	43	Section	2.	Section	3.	Section	4.	Section	5.	Section	6.	Section	7.	4	MELODY:	RHYTHM:	Leaps	within	the	Tonic	Triad,	Major	Keys	Compound	Meters;	The	Beat	and	Its	Division	into	Three	Parts	44
Section	1	(R).	Rhythmic	reading:	The	dotted	quarter	note	as	the	beat	unit.	Single	lines	and	two-part	drills	45	Section	2.	Sight	singing:	Major	keys,	treble	clef;	the	dotted	quarter	note	as	the	beat	unit	49	Section	3.	Sight	singing:	Bass	clef	52	Section	4	(R).	Rhythmic	reading:	The	dotted	half	note	and	the	dotted	eighth	note	as	beat	units,	including	two-
part	drills	56	Section	5.	Sight	singing:	The	dotted	half	note	and	dotted	eighth	note	as	beat	units	58	Section	6.	Duets	60	Section	7.	Structured	improvisation	62	5	iv	MELODY:	RHYTHM:	Minor	Keys;	Leaps	within	the	Tonic	Triad	Simple	and	Compound	Meters	64	Section	1.	Section	2	Simple	meters	66	Compound	meters	72	6	Section	3.	Section	4.	Duets
75	Structured	improvisation	78	MELODY:	RHYTHM:	Leaps	within	the	Dominant	Triad	(V);	Major	and	Minor	Keys	Simple	and	Compound	Meters	79	Section	1.	Leaps	of	a	third	within	the	V	triad;	major	keys;	simple	meters	81	Section	2.	Section	4.	Section	5.	Section	6.	Section	7.	Leaps	of	a	third	within	the	V	triad;	minor	keys;	simple	meters	83	Leaps	of	a
fourth	and	fifth	within	the	V	triad;	major	and	minor	keys;	simple	meters	86	Leaps	of	a	sixth	within	the	V	triad;	simple	meters	90	Compound	meters;	various	leaps	within	the	V	triad	91	Numerator	of	3,	compound	meters	93	Duets	95	Section	8.	Structured	improvisation	98	THE	C	CLEFS	Alto	and	Tenor	Clefs	100	Section	1.	Section	2.	Section	3.	Section	4.
Section	5.	The	alto	clef	101	The	tenor	clef	106	Duets	109	Additional	practice	in	the	C	clefs	111	Structured	improvisation	112	MELODY:	RHYTHM:	Further	Use	of	Diatonic	Leaps	Simple	and	Compound	Meters	113	Section	1.	Section	2.	Section	3.	Section	4.	Single-line	melodies	114	Bass	lines	127	Duets	129	Structured	improvisation	131	MELODY:	Leaps
within	the	Dominant	Seventh	Chord	(V7);	Other	Diatonic	Seventh	Leaps	Simple	and	Compound	Meters	133	Section	3.	7	8	9	RHYTHM:	Section	1.	Section	2.	Section	3.	Section	4.	Section	5.	The	complete	dominant	seventh	chord	134	The	leap	of	a	minor	seventh	within	the	V7	chord	136	The	leap	of	a	tritone	within	the	V7	chord	139	Other	diatonic
seventh	leaps	143	Structured	improvisation	145	v	PART	II	MELODY:	RHYTHM:	10	RHYTHM	DIATONIC	INTERVALS	SUBDIVISION	OF	THE	BEAT	The	Subdivision	of	the	Beat:	The	Simple	Beat	into	Four	Parts,	The	Compound	Beat	into	Six	Parts	146	RHYTHMIC	READING,	SIMPLE	METERS	146	Section	1	(R).	Preliminary	exercises,	simple	meters	146
Section	2	(R).	Rhythmic	reading	exercises	in	simple	meters	147	Section	3	(R).	Two-part	drills,	simple	meters	150	RHYTHMIC	READING,	COMPOUND	METERS	151	Section	4	(R).	Preliminary	exercises,	compound	meters	151	Section	5	(R).	Rhythmic	reading	exercises	in	compound	meters	153	Section	6	(R).	Two-part	drills,	compound	meters	156	11	12
MELODY:	RHYTHM:	Leaps	within	the	Tonic	and	Dominant	Triads	Subdivision	in	Simple	and	Compound	Meters	159	Section	1.	Section	2.	Single-line	melodies	and	duets	159	Structured	improvisation	167	MELODY:	RHYTHM:	Further	Use	of	Diatonic	Leaps	Subdivision	in	Simple	and	Compound	Meters	169	Section	1.	Section	2.	Diatonic	leaps	except	the
seventh	and	tritone	169	Leaps	of	a	seventh	or	tritone	within	the	V7	chord	180	Section	3.	Section	4.	Other	melodic	dissonances	184	Structured	improvisation	187	PART	III	MELODY:	RHYTHM:	13	RHYTHM	and	MELODY:	CHROMATICISM	FURTHER	RHYTHMIC	PRACTICES	Syncopation	188	MELODY:	RHYTHMIC	READING	189	Section	1	(R).
Syncopation	in	simple	meters	at	the	beat	or	beat	division	level	189	Section	2	(R).	Syncopation	in	compound	meters	at	the	beat	or	beat	division	level	190	vi	Section	3	(R).	Two-part	drills	191	Section	4	(R).	Syncopation	at	the	beat	subdivision	level	in	simple	meters	193	Section	5	(R).	Syncopation	at	the	beat	subdivision	level	in	compound	meters	194
Section	6	(R).	Two-part	drills	195	SIGHT	SINGING	196	Section	7.	Syncopation	in	simple	meters	at	the	beat	or	beat	division	level	196	Section	8.	Syncopation	in	compound	meters	at	the	beat	or	beat	division	level	202	Section	9.	Syncopation	at	the	beat	subdivision	level	in	simple	and	compound	meters	204	Section	10.	Duets	209	Section	11.	Structured
improvisation	211	14	RHYTHM	and	MELODY:	Triplet	Division	of	Undotted	Note	Values;	Duplet	Division	of	Dotted	Note	Values	212	RHYTHMIC	READING	213	Section	1	(R).	Triplet	division	of	undotted	note	values	213	Section	2	(R).	Duplet	division	of	dotted	note	values	216	Section	3	(R).	Two-part	drills	217	SIGHT	SINGING	Section	4.	Section	5.
Section	6.	Section	7.	15	MELODY:	Section	1.	Section	2.	Section	3.	Section	4.	Section	5.	Section	6.	Section	7.	219	Triplet	division	of	undotted	note	values	219	Duplet	division	of	dotted	note	values	224	Duets	228	Structured	improvisation	229	Chromaticism	(I):	Chromatic	Embellishing	Tones;	Tonicizing	the	Dominant;	Modulation	to	the	Key	of	the
Dominant	or	the	Relative	Major	231	Chromatic	notes	in	the	context	of	stepwise	motion	231	Chromatic	notes	approached	or	left	by	leap	235	Tonicization	of	V	in	major	keys	238	Tonicization	of	III	and	modulation	to	the	relative	major	from	minor	keys	245	Modulation	to	the	dominant	from	major	and	minor	keys	250	Duets	260	Structured	improvisation
262	vii	16	MELODY:	Section	2.	Section	3.	Section	4.	Chromaticism	(II):	Tonicization	of	Any	Diatonic	Triad;	Modulation	to	Any	Closely	Related	Key	263	Tonicization	of	any	diatonic	triad;	modulation	only	to	the	dominant	or	relative	major	key	263	Modulation	to	any	closely	related	key	280	Duets	290	Structured	improvisation	294	RHYTHM	and	MELODY:
Changing	Meter	Signatures;	The	Hemiola;	Less	Common	Meter	Signatures	296	Section	1.	17	RHYTHMIC	READING	296	Section	1	(R).	Definitions	and	rhythmic	reading	exercises	296	SIGHT	SINGING	Section	2.	Section	3.	Section	4.	Section	5.	18	RHYTHM	and	MELODY:	300	Changing	meter	signatures	300	The	hemiola	305	Meters	of	5	and	7,	and
other	meters	309	Structured	improvisation	316	Further	Subdivision	of	the	Beat;	Notation	in	Slow	Tempi	318	Section	1	(R).	Rhythmic	reading	319	Section	2.	Sight	singing	321	Section	3.	Structured	improvisation	329	19	MELODY	Section	1.	Section	2.	Section	3.	Section	4.	Chromaticism	(III):	Additional	Uses	of	Chromatic	Tones;	Remote	Modulation	330
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improvisation	404	APPENDIX	A:	RHYTHM	SOLMIZATION	406	APPENDIX	B:	PITCH	SOLMIZATION	409	APPENDIX	C:	MUSICAL	TERMS	412	ix	PREFACE	Developing	the	“mind’s	ear”—the	ability	to	imagine	how	music	sounds	without	first	playing	it	on	an	instrument—is	essential	to	any	musician,	and	sight	singing	(in	conjunction	with	ear	training	and
other	studies	in	musicianship)	is	invaluable	in	reaching	this	fundamental	goal.	The	principal	objective	of	sight	singing	is	acquiring	the	ability	to	sing	a	given	melody	accurately	at	first	sight.	Although	repeating	a	melody	and	correcting	any	errors	is	beneficial,	we	can	truly	sight	sing	a	melody	only	once,	which	is	why	Music	for	Sight	Singing	provides	a
generous	number	of	exercises	(more	than	1,400	in	this	volume)	for	practice.	Generations	of	musicians	have	valued	Music	for	Sight	Singing	for	its	abundance	of	meticulously	organized	melodies	drawn	from	the	literature	of	composed	music	and	a	wide	range	of	the	world’s	folk	music.	Not	only	is	“real	music”	more	enjoyable	and	interesting	to	sing	than
dry	exercises,	but	genuine	repertoire	naturally	introduces	a	host	of	important	musical	considerations	beyond	pitch	and	rhythm	(including	dynamics,	accents,	articulations,	slurs,	repeat	signs,	and	tempo	markings).	The	book’s	systematic	arrangement	of	exercises	according	to	specific	melodic	and	rhythmic	features	lays	an	effective	foundation	for
success.	Each	chapter	methodically	introduces	elements	one	at	a	time,	steadily	increasing	in	difficulty	while	providing	a	musically	meaningful	framework	around	which	students	can	hone	their	skills.	Through	this	method,	the	book	creates	a	sense	of	challenge	rather	than	frustration:	a	conscientious	student	should	always	be	prepared	to	tackle	the	next
melody.	The	text	as	a	whole	is	divided	into	four	parts:	1.	Chapters	1–9,	diatonic	melodies	with	rhythmic	patterns	limited	to	whole	beats	and	their	most	basic	divisions	(two	notes	per	beat	in	simple	meters,	three	notes	per	beat	in	compound	meters)	2.	Chapters	10–12,	diatonic	melodies	with	rhythmic	patterns	that	include	subdivisions	of	the	beat	(four
notes	per	beat	in	simple	meters,	six	notes	per	beat	in	compound	meters)	x	3.	Chapters	13–19,	chromaticism,	tonicization,	modulation,	and	more	advanced	rhythmic	patterns	and	metrical	concepts	4.	Chapters	20–21,	modal	and	post-tonal	music	Music	for	Sight	Singing	contains	exercises	appropriate	for	students	of	all	skill	levels,	including	beginners,
but	a	basic	working	knowledge	of	fundamental	music	theory	and	notation	is	prerequisite	to	sight	singing.	The	following	abilities	are	particularly	important:	r	Recognize,	write,	and	sing	all	major	and	minor	scales	r	Recognize	and	write	all	major	and	minor	key	signatures	r	Recognize	and	write	all	common	note	values	and	their	corresponding	rests	r
Recognize	and	interpret	standard	meter	signatures	Each	of	the	above	will	be	reviewed	as	topics	are	introduced	throughout	the	text.	However,	a	practical	command	of	these	basic	elements	from	the	outset	will	ensure	satisfactory	progress.	A	new	edition	of	Music	for	Sight	Singing	offers	the	opportunity	to	build	on	the	book’s	strengths,	address	any
weaknesses,	and	introduce	some	new	ideas.	As	always,	exercises	have	been	selected	from	a	wide	musical	repertoire,	and	melodies	written	especially	for	pedagogical	purposes	are	kept	to	a	minimum.	Important	revisions	in	the	ninth	edition	include	the	following:	r	Triplets	in	simple	meters	and	duplets	in	compound	meters	are	introduced	much	earlier,
before	chromaticism.	Although	the	chapter	that	focuses	specifically	on	these	topics	is	shorter	than	it	was	in	recent	editions,	triplets	and	duplets	are	used	throughout	the	later	chapters.	The	overall	number	of	exercises	containing	triplets	and	duplets	has	not	been	reduced.	r	Syncopation	is	also	introduced	earlier,	before	chromaticism.	Again,	readers
familiar	with	previous	editions	will	observe	that	the	focal	chapter	is	shorter,	but	the	overall	number	of	syncopated	exercises	remains	the	same.	r	Chromaticism	is	introduced	more	gradually,	starting	with	chromatic	embellishing	tones	in	the	context	of	stepwise	motion.	The	strong	focus	on	tonicizing	V	before	proceeding	to	a	wide	variety	of	other
tonicizations	remains.	r	Modulation	is	also	introduced	more	gradually,	with	a	new	section	addressing	modulation	from	a	minor	key	to	its	relative	major.	The	section	focusing	on	modulation	to	the	dominant	now	includes	both	major	and	minor	keys.	r	The	number	of	melodies	in	minor	keys	has	significantly	increased.	r	Many	more	melodies	have	been
notated	in	bass	clef.	The	ninth	edition	of	Music	for	Sight	Singing	will	be	well	supported	by	MySearchLab,	a	collection	of	practical	online	materials	and	resources.	MySearchLab	improves	teaching	by	enabling	instructors	to	spend	less	class	time	checking	homework	and	more	class	time	addressing	true	sight	xi	singing,	group	activities,	and	listening
skills.	Through	MySearchLab,	students	can	conveniently	submit	their	sight-singing	performances	online	and	receive	detailed	individual	comments,	but	without	sacrificing	valuable	class	time;	furthermore,	they	can	review	their	own	performances	as	well	as	the	corresponding	feedback	at	any	time.	Instructors	can	quickly	and	easily	post	assignments	and
additional	material,	and	they	can	use	online	sight	singing	in	the	manner	they	prefer:	for	graded	homework	assignments	that	don’t	reduce	productive	class	time,	as	a	way	to	monitor	student	progress	and/	or	practice	time,	or	simply	for	providing	extra	assistance	to	students	whose	schedules	preclude	regular	office	hour	visits.	Practical	features	such	as
the	online	grade	book	and	customizable	grading	rubrics	help	to	keep	class	records	accurate	and	organized.	Perhaps	the	most	exciting	component	of	MySearchLab	is	the	Rhythm	Generator,	software	developed	primarily	by	William	Wieland	to	create	virtually	unlimited	rhythmic	drills	tailored	to	specific	chapters	of	the	book.	These	rhythmic	drills	are
easily	set	to	a	variety	of	lengths	as	well	as	to	beginning,	intermediate,	or	advanced	levels;	they	provide	appropriate	challenge	to	any	student.	Rhythm	Generator	exercises	are	not	only	ideal	for	in-class	sight	reading	and	for	individual	practice,	but	they	can	be	used	as	an	inexhaustible	source	for	rhythm-reading	exams.	Instructors	and	students	alike	will
find	the	rhythms	well	targeted,	musically	satisfying,	and	fun	to	perform.	As	always,	more	melodies	have	been	added	than	deleted	in	this	edition,	but	(with	the	exception	of	copyrighted	material	from	the	last	chapter)	all	of	the	deleted	melodies	remain	available	on	MySearchLab.	This	edition	maintains	the	significantly	enlarged	rhythm	chapters	and	the
structured	improvisation	exercises	established	in	the	seventh	edition.	Structured	improvisation	provides	students	with	a	framework	around	which	to	create	their	own	melodies.	These	singing	exercises	are	crafted	to	reinforce	the	lessons	of	their	respective	chapters,	fundamentally	emphasizing	the	book’s	organization	and	approach	through	a	new	kind
of	activity.	Structured	improvisation	training	offers	specific	musical	and	pedagogical	benefits,	from	helping	beginning	students	master	an	unfamiliar	solmization	system	(by	concentrating	specifically	on	scale	degrees	and	their	corresponding	syllables	without	the	additional	mental	burden	of	notation)	to	fostering	a	deep	awareness	of	harmony	in
students	at	all	levels.	Finally,	improvisational	exercises	will	provide	additional	variety	to	class	and	individual	practice,	and	(unlike	traditional	sight	singing)	they	will	extend	the	same	benefits	even	after	multiple	repetitions.	I	am	strongly	committed	to	maintaining	the	tradition	of	excellence	that	Robert	Ottman	established	more	than	50	years	ago.	The
combination	of	his	vast	knowledge	of	the	repertoire	and	his	deep	pedagogical	instincts	made	Music	for	Sight	Singing	one	of	the	most	celebrated	music	textbooks	of	the	twentieth	century.	It	is	humbling	to	walk	in	such	giant	footsteps,	but	of	course	it	is	also	a	tremendous	privilege	to	continue	Dr.	Ottman’s	work	for	the	benefit	of	twenty-first-century
musicians.	Nancy	Rogers	xii	IN	MEMORIAM	Musicians	around	the	world	have	been	touched	by	Robert	Ottman.	Hundreds	of	fortunate	students	studied	with	him	during	his	long	career	at	the	University	of	North	Texas,	where	he	is	fondly	remembered	as	an	exceptionally	fine	and	dedicated	teacher.	He	was	an	inspirational	role	model	for	those	who	later
became	educators	and	were	able	to	pass	along	his	words	of	wisdom,	his	teaching	techniques,	and	his	high	standards	to	thousands	of	their	own	students.	Countless	other	musicians	have	benefited	from	the	insight	and	experience	that	he	poured	into	Music	for	Sight	Singing	and	10	other	textbooks.	Dr.	Ottman	earned	his	bachelor’s	and	master’s	degrees
from	the	Eastman	School	of	Music	(1938	and	1944),	then	enlisted	in	the	U.S.	Army	as	a	chaplain’s	assistant.	During	World	War	II,	he	played	a	portable	organ	during	worship	services	and	drove	the	chaplain’s	Jeep	(sometimes	at	night,	without	headlights)	near	enemy	territory	in	order	to	draw	fire	and	pinpoint	troop	locations.	After	the	war	ended,	he
studied	at	Trinity	College	of	Music	in	London,	then	returned	to	the	United	States	to	head	the	music	theory	department	at	the	University	of	North	Texas	(known	at	the	time	as	the	North	Texas	State	College).	He	received	his	doctorate	from	UNT	in	1956—the	same	year	that	he	published	the	first	edition	of	Music	for	Sight	Singing.	Serving	both	as	a
professor	of	music	theory	and	as	director	of	the	Madrigal	Singers,	Robert	Ottman	was	a	valued	member	of	the	University	of	North	Texas	faculty	throughout	his	35	years	there.	Even	after	his	retirement	in	1981,	he	remained	actively	involved	with	the	university	and	the	larger	Denton	community.	In	2004	he	received	the	UNT	President’s	Citation	for
outstanding	service.	xiii	Dr.	Ottman	was	beloved	by	those	who	knew	him	and,	remarkably,	even	by	people	acquainted	solely	with	his	books.	If	it	is,	indeed,	possible	to	be	immortalized	through	one’s	work,	then	Robert	Ottman	will	live	forever	in	the	hearts	and	minds	of	musicians	all	around	the	world.	Robert	William	Ottman	May	3,	1914–June	30,	2005
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Rhythm	Generator	on	MySearchLab	provides	virtually	unlimited	rhythm-reading	exercises	corresponding	to	this	chapter.	An	important	attribute	of	the	accomplished	musician	is	the	ability	to	“hear	mentally”—that	is,	to	know	how	a	given	piece	of	music	sounds	without	recourse	to	an	instrument.	Sight	singing,	together	with	ear	training	and	other
studies	in	musicianship,	helps	develop	that	attribute.	The	goal	of	sight	singing	is	the	ability	to	sing	at	first	sight,	with	correct	rhythm	and	pitch,	a	piece	of	music	previously	unknown	to	the	performer.	Accomplishing	that	goal	demonstrates	that	the	music	symbols	on	paper	were	comprehended	mentally	before	being	performed.	In	contrast,	skill	in
reading	music	on	an	instrument	often	represents	an	ability	to	interpret	music	symbols	as	fingerings,	with	no	way	of	demonstrating	prior	mental	comprehension	of	the	score.	To	help	you	become	proficient	in	sight	singing,	this	text	provides	you	with	many	carefully	graded	music	examples.	Beginning	in	this	chapter,	you	will	perform	the	simplest	of
exercises	in	reading	rhythm,	after	which	you	will	perform	easy	melodic	lines	that	incorporate	those	same	rhythmic	patterns.	RHYTHMIC	READING	In	simple	meters	(also	known	as	simple	time),	the	beat	is	divisible	into	two	equal	parts;	therefore,	any	note	value	so	divisible	can	represent	the	beat.	Most	commonly	used	are	the	quarter	note	(	=			),	the
eighth	note	(	=			),	and	the	half	note	(	=			),	though	other	values	(,	,	)	are	sometimes	seen.	In	this	chapter,	the	note	value	representing	the	simple	division	1	of	the	beat	(that	is,	half	of	the	beat)	will	be	the	shortest	note	value	used.	In	reading,	follow	these	suggestions:	1.	Rhythmic	syllables.	Accurate	rhythmic	reading	is	best	accomplished	through	the	use
of	spoken	or	sung	rhythmic	syllables.	Any	spoken	method	(even	a	neutral	syllable)	is	preferable	to	clapping	or	tapping	for	a	variety	of	reasons:	dynamics	and	sustained	notes	are	more	easily	performed	vocally,	faster	tempos	are	possible,	and	vocalizing	leaves	the	hands	free	for	conducting.	There	are	a	variety	of	good	rhythmic	syllable	systems	in
current	use;	several	popular	systems	are	illustrated	in	Appendix	A.	2.	The	conductor’s	beat.	The	use	of	conductor’s	beats	is	highly	recommended.	Shown	below	are	hand-movement	patterns	for	two	beats,	three	beats,	and	four	beats	per	measure.	Successive	downbeats	of	each	pattern	coincide	with	successive	bar	lines.	You	should	conduct	with	your
right	hand.	The	Conductor’s	Beats:	two	beats,	three	beats,	and	four	beats	per	measure	2	1	4	3	1	2	2	1	3	The	downbeat	(1)	drops	in	a	straight	line	and	describes	a	small	bounce	at	the	instant	the	first	beat	occurs.	The	first	downbeat	is	preceded	by	an	upbeat,	beginning	at	the	point	of	the	last	beat	of	the	pattern	being	used.	Therefore,	the	last	beat	of
each	measure	is	the	upbeat	for	the	following	measure.	Practice	these	three	conductor’s	beats	without	reading	or	singing.	Next,	with	the	left	hand,	tap	twice	for	each	beat	of	the	conductor’s	beat.	These	taps	represent	the	normal	simple	division	of	the	beat-note	value.	When	you	no	longer	have	to	concentrate	on	these	hand	movements,	you	are	ready	to
begin	rhythmic	reading	and	sight	singing.	3.	Striving	for	continuity.	It	should	be	obvious	that	only	the	first	performance	of	an	exercise	can	be	considered	reading	at	first	sight.	(After	that,	you	are	practicing!)	Therefore,	on	the	first	try,	you	should	not	stop	to	correct	errors	or	to	study	what	to	do	next.	As	you	read	an	exercise,	use	the	conductor’s	beat
and	tapping	to	keep	going	without	pause	until	the	very	end.	If	you	make	a	mistake,	don’t	hesitate	or	stop;	the	next	“1”	(downbeat)	will	be	the	next	bar	line	where	you	can	pick	up	your	reading	and	continue	to	the	end.	If	you	made	errors	or	lost	your	place,	you	can	review	and	practice	in	anticipation	of	doing	better	on	the	next	exercise.	Follow	this
procedure	beginning	with	the	very	first	exercises.	Conducting	and	tapping	easy	exercises	now	is	the	best	way	to	prepare	yourself	for	the	more	difficult	exercises	to	follow.	4.	Notation	for	rhythmic	reading.	Exercises	such	as	a	on	the	following	page	are	designed	specifically	for	rhythmic	reading	and	therefore	use	a	simple	oneline	staff.	However,
reading	rhythmic	notation	from	a	melodic	line,	as	in	example	b,	should	begin	as	soon	as	possible.	As	seen	in	this	pair	of	examples	2	(illustrated	with	one	of	many	possible	solmization	systems),	there	is	no	difference	in	the	resulting	rhythmic	performance.	The	melodies	of	Chapters	2	and	3	include	only	the	same	type	of	rhythm	patterns	found	in	this
chapter.	Section	1.	The	quarter	note	as	the	beat	unit.	Beat-note	values	and	larger	only:		=	1	beat,		=	2	beats,		=	3	beats,		=	4	beats.	Not	all	exercises	begin	on	the	first	beat	of	the	measure.	Determine	the	beat	number	of	the	first	note	before	reading.	If	there	is	an	anacrusis	(i.e.,	a	pick-up),	silently	count	from	the	downbeat	and	enter	on	the	appropriate
beat.	1.1	1.2	1.3	1.4	1.5	1.6	1.7	1.8	3	1.9	1.10	Section	2.	The	quarter	note	as	the	beat	unit	and	its	division	(		=			).	Dotted	notes	and	tied	notes.	1.11	1.12	1.13	1.14	1.15	1.16	1.17	4	(	(	(	A	tie	connects	two	notes;	simply	continue	the	first	note	through	the	second	without	rearticulation	(		=		).	A	dot	extends	the	preceding	note	by	half	its	value	(.	=		,	.	=			).
1.18	1.19	1.20	1.21	1.22	1.23	1.24	5	Section	3.	Two-part	drills.	Suggested	methods	of	performance:	1.	One	person:	Tap	both	lines,	using	both	hands.	2.	One	person:	Recite	one	line	while	tapping	the	other.	3.	Two	people:	Each	recite	a	line.	1.25	1.26	1.27	1.28	6	1.29	Only	the	meter	signatures	24,	43,	and	44	will	be	found	in	melodies	from	Section	1	of
Chapter	2.	Sight-singing	studies	may	begin	there	at	this	time.	Section	4.	Note	values	other	than	the	quarter	note	as	beat	values.	The	half	note,	the	eighth	note,	and	the	sixteenth	note	are	also	used	to	represent	the	beat.	The	signatures	22	(	),	23,	and	83	are	commonly	used	in	written	music.	Others	are	occasionally	seen.	See	Chapter	2,	Section	3,	for
melodic	examples	of	less	common	signatures.	In	1.30,	examples	a,	b,	c,	and	d	all	sound	the	same	when	the	duration	of	each	of	their	beat-note	values	(,	,	,	and	)	is	the	same.	1.30	7	1.31	1.32	1.33	1.34	1.35	1.36	1.37	1.38	1.39	1.40	1.41	8	1.42	1.43	1.44	1.45	1.46	1.47	1.48	1.49	9	1.50	1.51	1.52	1.53	Section	5.	Two-part	drills.	1.54	1.55	1.56	10	1.57	1.58
1.59	1.60	1.61	1.62	11	2	MELODY	Stepwise	Melodies,	Major	Keys	RHYTHM	Simple	Meters;	The	Beat	and	Its	Division	into	Two	Parts	SIGHT	SINGING	All	melodies	in	Chapter	2	display	stepwise	movement	and	in	a	major	key	only;	each	interval	is	either	a	whole	step	(major	second)	or	a	half	step	(minor	second).1	If	you	can	sing	a	major	scale,	these
melodies	should	present	very	little	difficulty.	Before	reading	a	given	melody,	make	these	general	preparations,	all	of	which	refer	to	later	chapters	in	the	text	as	well	as	to	the	melodies	of	this	chapter.	1.	Look	at	the	key	signature.	What	key	does	it	indicate?	On	what	line	or	space	is	the	tonic?	Does	the	melody	begin	on	the	tonic	tone,	or	on	some	other
pitch?	(You	may	play	the	tonic	note,	but	no	other,	immediately	before	singing.)	2.	Scan	the	melody	for	passages	in	stepwise	movement	and	then	for	larger	intervals,	particularly	those	presented	in	the	chapter	under	study.	3.	Observe	the	phrase	marks.	The	end	of	a	phrase	mark	usually	indicates	a	cadence	(that	is,	a	temporary	pause	or	a	final	stopping
place),	much	the	way	commas	and	periods	indicate	pauses	in	language	reading.	Look	ahead	to	the	last	note	under	each	phrase	mark	so	that	you	know	where	you	are	heading.	4.	Firmly	establish	the	key	in	your	mind.	Singing	a	scale	is	helpful,	but	many	musicians	prefer	a	more	elaborate	pattern	such	as	the	one	below.	(If	the	melody	1	Most	melodies	in
this	chapter	were	written	by	Robert	Ottman.	The	remainder	of	the	text	includes,	for	the	most	part,	only	folk	music	or	music	by	recognized	composers,	but	examples	from	these	sources	occur	too	infrequently	for	the	purposes	of	Chapter	2.	12	goes	significantly	below	the	tonic,	sing	the	lower	note	in	measure	3;	if	it	stays	mostly	above	the	tonic,	sing	the
high	note.)	5.	Continue	to	use	the	conductor’s	beat,	as	described	under	“Rhythmic	Reading”	on	page	2.	Remember	that	“sight	singing”	refers	only	to	the	first	time	you	sing	the	melody.	Sing	to	the	end	of	the	example	without	stopping,	no	matter	how	many	mistakes	you	make.	Then	go	back,	review	the	melody,	practice	the	rough	spots,	and	sing	the
entire	melody	again.	Pitch	solmization	for	Western	music	has	a	venerable	history,	dating	back	approximately	a	thousand	years	to	Guido	d’Arezzo.2	Its	longevity	is	easily	explained:	with	practice,	most	musicians	find	that	solmization	facilitates	accurate	sight	singing.	Several	different	systems	are	currently	used:	1.	2.	3.	4.	Moveable-do	solfège,	where
the	tonic	note	is	do	Scale-degree	numbers,	where	the	tonic	note	is	ˆ	1	Letter	names	(already	familiar	to	North	American	musicians)	Fixed-do	solfège,	where	C	is	do	even	when	C	is	not	the	tonic	A	simple	illustration	is	shown	below;	detailed	information	is	provided	in	Appendix	B.	Section	I.	Major	keys,	treble	clef,	the	quarter	note	as	the	beat	unit.	Key
signatures	with	no	more	than	three	sharps	or	three	flats.	2	Guido	d’Arezzo	was	a	Benedictine	monk	who	lived	from	approximately	991	until	some	time	after	1033	and	wrote	one	of	the	most	widely	read	music	instruction	books	of	the	Middle	Ages.	The	solmization	system	passed	down	from	Guido	is	known	today	as	solfége	(or	solfeggio).	13	2.1	2.2	2.3
2.4	2.5	2.6	2.7	2.8	14	2.9	2.10	2.11	2.12	2.13	2.14	15	2.15	Melodies	occasionally	begin	on	pitches	outside	of	the	tonic	triad,	as	in	the	next	two	examples.	Be	sure	to	identify	the	key	first,	then	sing	a	scale	from	the	tonic	pitch	up	or	down	to	the	melody’s	first	note.	Alternatively,	given	that	the	first	note	necessarily	falls	within	one	scale	step	of	ˆ	1,	ˆ	3	or	ˆ
5,	it	is	also	convenient	to	sing	the	nearest	member	of	the	tonic	triad	and	then	move	stepwise	to	the	first	note	of	the	melody.	The	latter	strategy	is	depicted	here.	2.16	2.17	Section	2.	Bass	clef.	2.18	2.19	2.20	16	2.21	2.22	2.23	2.24	2.25	2.26	17	2.27	2.28	2.29	2.30	2.31	Section	3.	Other	meter	signatures.	The	meter	signatures	in	melodies	2.32–2.40	are
quite	common.	Review	examples	in	Chapter	1,	Section	4.	2.32	18	2.33	2.34	2.35	2.36	2.37	2.38	19	2.39	2.40	2.41	2.42	2.43	Section	4.	Duets.	Suggested	methods	of	performance:	1.	Two	people:	Each	sing	a	line.	2.	One	person:	Sing	one	line	while	playing	the	other	on	the	piano.	2.44	20	2.45	2.46	2.47	2.48	21	2.49	Section	5.	Structured	improvisation.
Structured	improvisation	exercises	provide	an	opportunity	to	create	your	own	melodies	while	practicing	the	skills	addressed	in	each	chapter.	Sing	the	notes	that	are	written,	and	complete	the	missing	portions	according	to	the	guidelines	provided	(indicated	by	double	arrowheads	➤➤	throughout	the	book).	Notice	that	these	exercises,	unlike	the	more
traditional	rhythms	and	melodies	in	the	earlier	sections	of	this	chapter,	may	be	repeated	multiple	times	because	there	are	many	different	solutions.3	(As	an	example,	two	distinct	answers	for	exercise	2.50	are	illustrated	below;	numerous	other	possibilities	are	left	to	your	imagination.)	It	is	highly	recommended	that	you	continue	to	use	your	preferred
solmization	system(s)	while	improvising.	➤➤	Using	entirely	stepwise	motion,	follow	the	suggested	rhythm	to	fill	in	the	missing	notes.	2.50	➤➤	Using	entirely	stepwise	motion	and	no	rhythmic	value	shorter	than	an	eighth	note,	complete	the	second	phrase.	2.51	3	You	may	even	wish	to	repeat	structured	improvisation	exercises	after	completing	later
chapters,	in	which	case	you	will	likely	want	to	incorporate	the	new	material	you	have	learned.	For	instance,	someone	returning	to	the	exercises	in	this	chapter	after	finishing	Chapter	3	might	prefer	to	include	some	leaps	from	the	tonic	triad	rather	than	using	stepwise	motion	throughout.	22	➤➤	Choose	a	major	key	and	a	common	simple	meter.	Using
entirely	stepwise	motion	and	no	rhythmic	values	shorter	than	the	beat,	improvise	two	four-measure	phrases	according	to	the	following	plan:	r	Phrase	#1	begins	on	ˆ1,	ˆ3	or	ˆ5,	and	ends	on	the	downbeat	of	measure	4	on	ˆ2.	r	Phrase	#2	ends	on	the	downbeat	of	measure	8	on	ˆ1.	2.52	Variation:	work	with	a	partner	so	that	one	person	sings	the	first
phrase	and	the	other	person	sings	the	second	phrase.	Then	try	again	with	the	roles	reversed.	23	3	MELODY	Leaps	within	the	Tonic	Triad,	Major	Keys	RHYTHM	Simple	Meters	The	melodies	of	this	chapter	contain	several	intervals	larger	than	the	scale	steps	of	Chapter	2.	Singing	these	particular	leaps	will	be	relatively	easy,	since	all	are	included	in	the
tonic	triad.	If	you	can	recognize	and	sing	the	three	members	of	the	tonic	triad,	you	should	have	little	or	no	problem	when	they	occur	in	the	melodies	of	this	chapter.	In	C	major,	the	tonic	triad	is	C	E	G;	the	possible	intervals	between	any	two	of	these	pitches	are	as	follows:	The	members	of	the	C-major	triad	at	a	in	the	following	exercise	are	arranged
melodically	at	b	and	c.	Sing	these	on	scale-degree	numbers	or	solfège	syllables.1	1	“R,”	“3,”	and	“5”	refer	here	to	a	triad’s	root,	third,	and	fifth,	respectively.	In	this	5—that	is,	the	first,	third,	and	fifth	scale	chapter,	these	chord	members	coincide	with	ˆ	1,	ˆ	3,	and	ˆ	degrees.	See	page	78	for	an	example	of	a	nontonic	triad.	24	Now	add	higher	notes,
lower	notes,	or	both	from	the	C-major	triad	and	sing	the	new	available	intervals.	Here	are	successions	of	several	leaps	within	the	tonic	triad,	first	in	C	major,	then	in	several	other	keys.	For	each	key,	first	sing	ˆ	1-ˆ	3-ˆ	5-ˆ	3-ˆ	1,	do-mi-sol-mi-do,	or	note	names,	carefully	noting	the	location	of	each	of	these	on	the	staff.	You	can	see	that	if	ˆ	1(do)	is	on	a
line,	ˆ	3	(mi)	and	ˆ	5	(sol)	are	on	the	next	two	lines	above;	or	if	ˆ	1	is	on	a	space,	ˆ	3	and	ˆ	5	are	on	the	two	spaces	above.	Pay	particular	attention	to	the	unique	sound	of	each	of	these	members	of	the	tonic	triad.	Memorize	these	sounds	as	soon	as	possible.	Leaps	among	them	are	frequently	used	in	other	melodic	or	harmonic	configurations.	Now	we	are
ready	to	sing	melodies	that	include	both	stepwise	motion	and	leaps	within	the	tonic	triad.	Follow	these	steps	in	preparation	for	singing	each	melody:	1.	2.	3.	4.	5.	Determine	the	key.	Spell	the	tonic	triad.	Locate	the	tonic	triad	on	the	staff.	Scan	the	melody	for	examples	of	leaps	within	the	tonic	triad.	Sing	the	tonic	triad.	25	Try	this	procedure	on	the
following	melody:	Note	that:	1.	The	key	is	E	♭	major.	2.	The	tonic	triad	is	spelled	E	♭	G	B	♭.	3.	The	tonic	triad	is	located	on	the	first,	second,	and	third	lines.	Also	locate	higher	and	lower	tones	of	the	triad	on	the	staff.	4.	Find	leaps	involving	members	of	this	triad.	5.	Sing	these	intervals.	Section	1.	Major	keys,	treble	clef,	leaps	of	a	third,	fourth,	fifth,	and
octave	within	the	tonic	triad.	The	quarter	note	as	the	beat	unit.	Key	signatures	in	this	chapter	are	limited	to	four	sharps	or	flats	until	Section	6.	3.1	26	3.2	3.3	3.4	3.5	3.6	27	3.7	3.8	3.9	3.10	3.11	28	3.12	3.13	3.14	3.15	29	3.16	3.17	3.18	3.19	3.20	3.21	2	Review	the	text	preceding	melody	number	2.16.	This	melody	is	from	a	collection	in	which	Brahms
set	folk	songs	as	vocal	solos	with	piano	accompaniment.	Others	will	be	found	on	later	pages	of	this	text.	3	30	3.22	Section	2.	Bass	clef.	3.23	3.24	3.25	3.26	31	3.27	3.28	3.29	3.30	3.31	32	3.32	3.33	3.34	Section	3.	Leaps	of	a	sixth	within	the	tonic	triad.	3.35	33	3.36	3.37	3.38	3.39	3.40	34	3.41	3.42	3.43	Section	4.	The	half	note	and	the	eighth	note	as
beat	units.	3.44	35	3.45	3.46	3.47	3.48	36	3.49	Section	5.	Duets.	The	asterisk	(*)	indicates	the	original	folk	song	to	which	a	second	line	has	been	added.	3.50	3.51	37	3.52	3.53	3.54	38	3.55	3.56	39	Section	6.	Key	signatures	with	five,	six,	and	seven	sharps	or	flats.	Although	these	key	signatures	occur	less	frequently,	their	use	from	the	eighteenth
century	to	the	present	is	significant	enough	to	warrant	your	attention.	Bach	used	them	in	the	two	volumes	of	his	Well-Tempered	Clavier	to	demonstrate	that	any	note	of	the	chromatic	scale	could	be	used	as	a	tonic.	They	were	especially	favored	in	the	music	of	nineteenth-century	Romantic	composers	such	as	Chopin,	Brahms,	Liszt,	and	Wagner.	If	you
find	these	key	signatures	alarming,	consider	that	for	the	scale	of	every	less	familiar	signature	there	is	a	more	familiar	scale	occupying	the	identical	lines	and	spaces	of	the	staff.	Shown	here	are	the	first	five	notes	of	the	G	♭	-major	scale	(with	six	flats	in	the	key	signature)	and	the	G	-major	scale	(with	one	sharp	in	the	key	signature).	Given	that	the	two
look	alike	3,	and	ˆ	5	is	just	as	easy	in	G	♭	major	as	it	is	on	paper,	obviously	identifying	ˆ	1,	ˆ	in	G	major.	Indeed,	no	key	or	clef	is	inherently	more	difficult	to	read	than	any	other.	Make	a	conscientious	effort	to	become	familiar	with	different	key	signatures	and	clefs	now	so	that	you	won’t	feel	intimidated	when	they	arise	in	later	chapters,	where	the
melodies	will	be	more	difficult.	3.57	3.58	40	3.59	3.60	3.61	3.62	41	3.63	3.64	3.65	3.66	3.67	42	Section	7.	Structured	improvisation.	➤➤	Complete	the	two	phrases	using	only	notes	from	the	tonic	triad.	A	suitable	rhythm	has	been	indicated.	3.68	➤➤	Using	only	notes	from	the	tonic	triad,	follow	the	suggested	rhythm	to	complete	the	phrase.	3.69	➤➤
Following	the	given	rhythm,	use	stepwise	motion	and	leaps	from	the	tonic	triad	(as	indicated	below	each	bracket)	to	complete	the	two	phrases.	3.70	43	4	MELODY	Leaps	within	the	Tonic	Triad,	Major	Keys	RHYTHM	Compound	Meters;	The	Beat	and	Its	Division	into	Three	Parts	The	Rhythm	Generator	on	MySearchLab	provides	virtually	unlimited
rhythm-reading	exercises	corresponding	to	this	chapter.	The	melodies	of	this	chapter	include	only	those	intervals	already	presented	in	Chapter	3.	New	to	this	chapter	is	the	use	of	compound	meter.	In	compound	meter,	the	beat	divides	into	three	parts	and	must	therefore	be	represented	by	a	dotted	note.	In	68,	for	example,	the	dotted	quarter	note
representing	the	beat	is	divisible	into	three	eighth	notes	(		).	Dotted	note	values	cannot	be	represented	in	traditional	meter	signatures,	and	so	compound	meter	signatures	must	represent	the	beat	indirectly	by	conveying	the	primary	division	of	the	beat.	In	68,	there	are	six	eighth	notes	per	measure;	three	eighth	notes	together	form	one	beat	of	a	dotted
quarter	note,	and	a	complete	measure	contains	two	beats	(not	six	beats).	A	meter	signature	with	6,	9,	or	12	in	its	numerator	is	interpreted	as	representing	a	compound	meter.	It	will	ordinarily	be	conducted	with	two,	three,	or	four	beats	per	measure,	respectively,	and	each	beat	will	contain	three	rapid	pulses	(i.e.,	three	divisions).	44	Three		divisions
per		beat	Two	beats	per	measure	Six	divisions	per	measure	Three		divisions	per		beat	Three	beats	per	measure	Nine	divisions	per	measure	Three		divisions	per	.	beat	Four	beats	per	measure	Twelve	divisions	per	measure	Some	recent	music	conveys	compound	meter	in	a	more	straight2	forward	manner.	Instead	of	68,	for	example,	the	meter	signature
exactly	describes	the	meter:	two	beats	per	measure	with	a	dotted	quarter	note	rep9	4	3	12	resenting	the	beat.	Similar,	is	equivalent	to	4	,	is	equivalent	to	16	,	and	so	forth.	Several	good	rhythmic	solmization	systems	are	in	current	use;	please	see	Appendix	A	for	descriptions	and	illustrations.	Melodies	in	compound	meters	are	far	less	common	than
those	in	simple	meters.	Of	the	possible	compound	meter	signatures,	those	with	a	numerator	of	6	are	the	most	frequently	used.	Sections	1	and	4,	“Rhythmic	Reading,”	in	this	chapter	will	include	a	variety	of	compound	meter	signatures.	Compound	triple	and	compound	quadruple	meters	are	rare	in	melodies	at	the	level	of	this	chapter.	Melodies	4.51–
4.54,	written	by	Robert	Ottman,	use	selected	meter	signatures	to	provide	introductory	practice.	Section	1.	Rhythmic	reading:	The	dotted	quarter	note	as	the	beat	unit.	Single	lines	and	two-part	drills.	4.1	4.2	4.3	4.4	4.5	45	4.6	4.7	4.8	4.9	4.10	4.11	4.12	4.13	46	4.14	4.15	4.16	4.17	4.18	4.19	47	4.20	4.21	4.22	4.23	48	Section	2.	Sight	singing:	Major	keys,
treble	clef;	the	dotted	quarter	note	as	the	beat	unit.	4.24	4.25	4.26	4.27	4.28	49	4.29	4.30	4.31	4.32	50	4.33	4.34	4.35	4.36	51	4.37	Section	3.	Sight	singing:	Bass	clef.	4.38	4.39	4.40	4.41	52	4.42	4.43	4.44	4.45	53	4.46	4.47	4.48	54	4.49	4.50	4.51	4.52	4.53	55	4.54	Section	4.	Rhythmic	reading:	The	dotted	half	note	and	the	dotted	eighth	note	as	beat
units,	including	two-part	drills.	In	number	4.55,	examples	a,	b,	and	c	sound	the	same	when	the	duration	of	their	respective	beat	notes	(	,	,		)	is	the	same.	4.55	4.56	4.57	4.58	56	4.59	4.60	4.61	4.62	4.63	4.64	4.65	4.66	4.67	57	4.68	4.69	4.70	4.71	4.72	4.73	Section	5.	Sight	singing:	The	dotted	half	note	and	dotted	eighth	note	as	beat	units.	4.74	58	4.75
4.76	4.77	4.78	4.79	59	4.80	4.81	Section	6.	Duets.	4.82	60	4.83	4.84	4.85	61	4.86	4.87	Section	7.	Structured	improvisation.	➤➤	Use	stepwise	motion	and	leaps	from	the	tonic	triad	(as	shown	below	each	bracket)	to	complete	the	phrase.	A	rhythm	has	been	indicated	for	measure	2,	but	you	should	improvise	your	own	rhythm	for	measure	4.	4.88	62	➤➤	In
measure	1,	notes	have	been	provided,	but	you	will	need	to	improvise	your	own	rhythm.	Use	any	combination	of	,	,	and		that	fits	the	meter.	In	measure	3,	use	only	notes	from	the	tonic	triad,	improvising	your	own	rhythm.	4.89	➤➤	Complete	the	melody	with	notes	from	the	tonic	triad,	using	any	combination	of	,	,	and		that	fits	the	meter.	4.90	63	5
MELODY	Minor	Keys;	Leaps	within	the	Tonic	Triad	RHYTHM	Simple	and	Compound	Meters	In	minor	keys,	most	melodic	lines	conform	to	the	melodic	form	of	the	ˆ)	when	the	line’s	conminor	scale,	using	c6ˆ	and	c7ˆ	(raised	6ˆ	and	raised	7	ˆ	)	when	the	line’s	tinuation	ascends	and	T6ˆ	and	T7ˆ	(natural	6ˆ	and	natural	7	continuation	descends.1	Most
people	who	use	moveable	solfège	consistently	designate	the	tonic	as	do	in	both	major	and	minor	keys.	However,	others	follow	the	earlier	practice	of	designating	the	tonic	as	la	in	minor	keys.	People	who	sing	using	scale-degree	numbers	always	identify	the	tonic	1	.	For	a	more	complete	explanation	of	solmization	in	minor	keys	as	well	as	ˆ	as	a
pronunciation	guide,	please	consult	Appendix	B.	Follow	these	steps	as	preparation	for	sight	singing	in	a	minor	key:	1.	Be	sure	you	can	accurately	sing	the	complete	melodic	minor	scale	in	the	key	of	the	melody,	both	ascending	and	descending.	Practice	with	letter	names	and	with	either	numbers	or	syllables.	ˆ	and	c7ˆ.	In	general,	T6ˆ	and	T7ˆ	are	2.
Look	for	examples	of	T6ˆ	and	T7ˆ	and	of	c6	ˆ	and	c7ˆ	are	likely	to	lead	up	to	ˆ1.	likely	to	lead	down	to	ˆ	5,	while	c6	1	ˆ	without	an	accompanying	c7ˆ,	When	a	melodic	line	contains	an	ascending	T7ˆ,	or	c6	that	line	is	often	based	on	one	of	the	diatonic	modes.	See	Chapter	20.	64	ˆ	and	7ˆ.	3.	Note	special	uses	of	6	ˆ–7ˆ–6ˆ,	the	direction	of	the	last	tone	of
this	group	detera.	In	the	succession	6	mines	which	form	of	the	scale	is	used	for	all	three	notes.	See	melody	5.3,	ˆ–7ˆ–6ˆ	in	D	minor)	descends;	therefore,	measure	2.	In	the	group	B	♭	–C–B	♭	(6	all	three	notes	are	from	the	descending	form	of	the	scale.	b.	In	the	succession	c7ˆ–c6ˆ–c7ˆ,	the	direction	of	the	last	tone	of	this	group	determines	that	the
ascending	form	of	the	scale	is	used	for	all	three	notes.	See	melody	5.3,	measure	3.	In	the	group	C	♯	–B	–	C	♯	(c7ˆ–c6ˆ–c7ˆ	in	D	minor),	the	final	C	♯	ascends;	therefore,	all	three	notes	are	from	the	ascending	form	of	the	scale.	c.	The	descending	succession	c7ˆ–c6ˆ	implies	the	use	of	dominant	harmony	at	that	point.	In	melody	5.9,	the	descending	scale
line	A–G–F	♯	–E	♮	–D	in	G	minor	implies	a	V	triad,	A–F	♯	–D,	with	a	passing	tone	between	A	and	F	♯	and	between	F	♯	and	A.	4.	Recognize	intervals.	The	same	intervals	used	to	construct	a	major	triad	are	used	to	construct	a	minor	triad.	The	perfect	intervals	(P4,	P5,	and	P8)	remain	the	same,	but	the	major	and	minor	intervals	are	reversed:	Major	Triad
Minor	Triad	R	up	to	3	M3	m3	3	up	to	5	m3	M3	3	up	to	R	m6	M6	5	up	to	3	M6	m6	R	up	to	5	P5	P5	5	up	to	R	P4	P4	All	intervals	from	the	D-minor	triad	are	here	arranged	melodically.	Sing	these	on	scale-degree	numbers	or	solfège	syllables.	65	Here	are	successions	of	intervals	from	the	tonic	triad	in	various	minor	keys.	Sing	each	group	with	numbers	or
with	syllables.	Section	1.	Simple	meters.	5.1	5.2	5.3	5.4	5.5	5.6	66	5.7	5.8	5.9	5.10	5.11	67	5.12	5.13	5.14	5.15	5.16	68	5.17	5.18	5.19	5.20	69	5.21	5.22	5.23	5.24	70	5.25	5.26	5.27	71	5.28	5.29	5.30	Section	2.	Compound	meters.	5.31	5.32	72	5.33	5.34	5.35	5.36	73	5.37	5.38	5.39	5.40	74	5.41	5.42	Section	3.	Duets.	5.43	75	5.44	5.45	5.46	76	5.47	5.48
77	Section	4.	Structured	improvisation.	➤➤	Complete	this	melody	using	stepwise	motion	and	maintaining	a	constant	eighth-note	pattern	until	the	last	note.	To	help	shape	the	melody,	the	first	eighth	note	of	every	group	(that	is,	the	eighth	note	that	falls	on	each	beat)	has	been	provided.	5.49	➤➤	Use	stepwise	motion	and	leaps	from	the	tonic	triad	(as
shown	below	each	bracket)	to	complete	the	melody.	A	rhythm	has	been	suggested.	5.50	➤➤	Improvise	a	second	phrase	using	stepwise	motion	and	leaps	from	the	tonic	triad.	Restrict	yourself	to	rhythmic	values	no	shorter	than	an	eighth	note.	As	indicated,	you	should	end	with	the	tonic	on	the	downbeat	of	measure	8.	5.51	78	6	MELODY	Leaps	within
the	Dominant	Triad	(V);	Major	and	Minor	Keys	RHYTHM	Simple	and	Compound	Meters	Intervals	from	the	dominant	triad,	very	common	in	melodic	writing,	are	the	same	as	those	from	the	tonic	triad,	but	in	a	different	context.	In	major	keys,	syllable	names	for	members	of	the	V	triad	are	sol–ti–re	(ascending),	and	the	ˆ,	as	at	a	and	b	below.	Observe	also
that	at	c,	5–7ˆ–2	scale-degree	numbers	are	ˆ	its	members	can	be	identified	as	R–3–5	of	the	triad.	In	minor	keys,	the	dominant	triad	has	the	same	sound	as	in	major	keys,	since	the	leading	tone	is	the	raised	seventh	scale	degree	(c7ˆ).	79	Observe	these	characteristics	of	the	various	possible	intervals:	1.	Leaps	to	the	third	of	the	triad	(the	leading	tone)
will	soon	become	easy	because,	no	matter	how	large	the	interval,	the	target	note	is	always	a	half	step	below	the	tonic.	2.	Leaps	to	the	root	of	the	triad	are	already	somewhat	familiar	because	this	is	ˆ	5	(the	dominant)	of	the	scale.	3.	Leaps	to	the	fifth	of	the	triad	will	land	a	whole	step	above	the	tonic	(supertonic).	Any	leap	within	the	dominant	triad	will
be	either	to	the	dominant	tone	or	to	a	scale	step	above	or	below	the	tonic	tone,	so	remembering	the	sound	of	the	tonic	and	dominant	tones	of	the	key	(as	learned	in	Chapters	3–5)	is	important.	Before	singing,	spell	the	tonic	and	dominant	triads.	Then	scan	the	melody	for	leaps	within	the	dominant	triad.	Example:	Observe	that:	1.	2.	3.	4.	5.	80	The	key	is
G	major.	I	=	G	B	D.	The	dominant	(V)	triad	is	D	F	♯	A.	At	a	(D	down	to	A),	the	leap	is	to	ˆ	2,	the	scale	step	above	the	tonic.	At	b,	the	leaps	outline	the	V	triad.	At	c,	the	interval,	though	large,	is	simply	a	leap	to	the	leading	tone,	the	scale	step	below	the	tonic.	Section	1.	Leaps	of	a	third	within	the	V	triad;	major	keys;	simple	meters.	6.1	6.2	6.3	6.4	81	6.5
6.6	6.7	6.8	6.9	82	6.10	6.11	6.12	Section	2.	Leaps	of	a	third	within	the	V	triad;	minor	keys;	simple	meters.	6.13	83	6.14	6.15	6.16	84	6.17	6.18	6.19	85	6.20	Section	3.	Leaps	of	a	fourth	and	fifth	within	the	V	triad;	major	and	minor	keys;	simple	meters.	6.21	6.22	6.23	6.24	86	6.25	6.26	6.27	6.28	6.29	87	6.30	6.31	6.32	6.33	6.34	88	6.35	6.36	6.37	6.38	89
6.39	Section	4.	Leaps	of	a	sixth	within	the	V	triad;	simple	meters.	6.40	6.41	6.42	6.43	90	6.44	Section	5.	Compound	meters;	various	leaps	within	the	V	triad.	6.45	6.46	6.47	91	6.48	6.49	6.50	6.51	92	6.52	6.53	Section	6.	Numerator	of	3,	compound	meters.	Melodies	with	a	numerator	of	3	in	the	meter	signature	and	with	fast	tempo	indications	are	very
often	performed	with	a	single	beat	per	measure.	The	effect	is	that	of	compound	meter,	one	beat	per	measure,	as	shown	in	the	next	four	examples.	6.54	93	6.55	6.56	6.57	94	Section	7.	Duets.	6.58	6.59	95	6.60	6.61	96	6.62	6.63	97	6.64	Section	8.	Structured	improvisation.	➤➤	Complete	this	melody	using	notes	from	the	dominant	triad.	Suitable	rhythms
have	been	suggested	in	most	places,	but	you	will	need	to	improvise	your	own	rhythm	in	measure	7	(restrict	yourself	to	rhythmic	values	no	shorter	than	an	eighth	note).	6.65	98	➤➤	Complete	this	melody	using	notes	from	the	tonic	and	dominant	triads	(as	indicated	below	each	bracket).	A	suitable	rhythm	has	been	suggested.	6.66	➤➤	Complete	this
melody	using	notes	from	the	tonic	and	dominant	triads	(as	indicated	below	each	bracket).	A	suitable	rhythm	has	been	suggested.	6.67	99	7	THE	C	CLEFS	Alto	and	Tenor	Clefs	The	clef	sign	,	or	less	commonly	,	indicates	the	location	of	middle	C	on	the	staff.	When	found	on	the	third	line	of	the	staff,	the	C	clef	is	known	as	the	“alto	clef,”	and	when	found
on	the	fourth	line,	it	is	known	as	the	“tenor	clef.”	alto	clef	tenor	clef	The	alto	clef	is	commonly	used	by	the	viola,	the	tenor	clef	by	the	cello,	the	trombone,	and	the	bassoon,	and	each	occasionally	by	other	instruments.	The	ability	to	read	music	in	these	clefs	is	important,	not	only	to	the	players	of	these	instruments,	but	also	to	any	musician	studying
orchestral	scores	such	as	those	for	symphonies,	or	chamber	music	scores	such	as	those	for	string	quartets.	Vocal	and	instrumental	music	written	before	about	1700	freely	uses	these	two	C	clefs,	together	with	the	soprano	clef,	the	mezzo	soprano	clef,	and	the	baritone	clef	(indicating	F).	soprano	clef	100	mezzo	soprano	clef	baritone	clef	Section	1.	The
alto	clef.	Before	attempting	to	sight	sing	in	any	C	clef,	be	sure	to	learn	the	names	of	the	lines	and	spaces	in	that	clef,	just	as	you	did	when	learning	to	read	the	treble	and	bass	clefs.	These	are	the	names	of	the	lines	and	spaces	in	the	alto	clef:	All	of	the	melodies	in	this	chapter	use	only	those	melodic	and	rhythmic	materials	already	presented	in	previous
chapters.	To	facilitate	fluent	clef	reading,	try	singing	melodies	using	the	correct	letter	names.	When	singing	in	letter	names,	you	may	omit	the	words	“sharp”	and	“flat”	or	use	the	modified	German	system	explained	in	Appendix	B	to	avoid	changing	the	melody’s	rhythm.	The	melody	America	is	written	in	alto	and	bass	clef	(melodies	7.1a	and	7.1b);
although	the	notation	differs,	the	pitches	are	identical.	7.1	7.2	7.3	101	7.4	7.5	7.6	7.7	7.8	102	7.9	7.10	7.11	7.12	103	7.13	7.14	7.15	7.16	7.17	104	7.18	7.19	7.20	105	Section	2.	The	tenor	clef.	These	are	the	names	of	the	lines	and	spaces	of	the	tenor	clef:	Also	note	that	in	the	tenor	clef,	the	first	sharp	of	the	key	signature	is	on	the	second	line,	with	the
following	sharps	in	the	pattern	fifth	up	and	fourth	down.	This	arrangement	avoids	the	use	of	ledger	lines.	After	learning	the	names	of	the	lines	and	spaces,	sing	with	letter	names	the	tune	America	as	shown	in	melody	7.21.	Its	sound	is	identical	to	that	of	America	in	melodies	7.1a	and	7.1b.	7.21	7.22	7.23	106	7.24	7.25	7.26	7.27	7.28	107	7.29	7.30	7.31
7.32	108	7.33	7.34	Section	3.	Duets	7.35	109	7.36	7.37	7.38	110	7.39	Section	4.	Additional	practice	in	the	C	clefs.	Any	melody	in	the	treble	or	bass	clef	can	be	used	for	sight	singing	in	either	of	the	C	clefs.	We	will	again	use	America	to	demonstrate.	1.	Locate	the	line	or	the	space	of	the	tonic	note.	In	America	above,	the	tonic	note	is	on	the	second	line.
2.	Ignore	the	given	treble	or	bass	clef,	and	imagine	in	its	place	an	alto	clef.	With	the	alto	clef,	the	second	line	is	still	tonic.	Since	the	second	line	is	A,	the	tonic	is	now	A	(or	A	♭).	Add	the	appropriate	key	signature	and	sing	the	letter	names	in	the	key	of	A	(A	♭).	111	3.	In	the	tenor	clef,	the	second	line	is	F	(or	F	♯).	Proceed	as	above.	The	key	will	be	F	(or	F
♯).	Sing	the	letter	names	in	this	key.	Section	5.	Structured	improvisation.	To	increase	your	fluency	reading	alto	and	tenor	clefs,	try	performing	the	exercises	in	this	section	using	letter	names.	➤➤	Complete	this	melody	using	notes	from	the	tonic	and	dominant	triads	(as	indicated	below	each	bracket).	You	may	wish	to	include	passing	tones	and
neighboring	tones,	but	use	rhythmic	values	no	shorter	than	an	eighth	note.	7.40	➤➤	Using	mostly	stepwise	motion	with	occasional	leaps	from	the	tonic	or	dominant	triad	and	no	rhythmic	value	shorter	than	an	eighth	note,	complete	the	second	phrase.	7.41	➤➤	Using	mostly	eighth	notes	in	stepwise	motion	with	occasional	leaps	from	the	tonic	or
dominant	triad,	complete	the	second	phrase.	Try	to	create	at	least	two	good	solutions,	one	in	which	the	two	phrases	begins	with	the	same	notes	and	another	in	which	the	two	phrases	begins	with	different	notes,	or	perhaps	even	a	different	contour.	Repeat	this	exercise,	but	imagine	that	the	alto	clef	has	been	replaced	by	a	tenor	clef	(so	that	the	first
note	is	C	rather	than	E).	7.42	112	8	MELODY	Further	Use	of	Diatonic	Leaps	RHYTHM	Simple	and	Compound	Meters	Melodies	from	previous	chapters	have	included	the	intervals	most	frequently	used	in	melodic	writing:	major	and	minor	seconds,	major	and	minor	thirds,	major	and	minor	sixths,	the	perfect	fourth,	and	the	perfect	fifth.	Intervals	larger
than	the	second	were	learned	as	used	in	tonic	and	dominant	triads,	contexts	very	frequently	used	and	easy	to	read.	This	chapter	presents	the	same	intervals	in	different	contexts.	For	students	correlating	sight	singing	and	harmonic	studies,	recognizing	the	particular	use	of	an	interval	helps	to	achieve	success	in	both	areas.	Here	are	new	contexts	you



should	be	looking	for.	1.	Two	successive	leaps	may	outline	a	triad	other	than	tonic	or	dominant.	The	subdominant	and	supertonic	triads	are	those	most	frequently	found	in	melodic	form,	as	in	melody	8.26	(IV	triad)	and	melody	8.34	(ii	triad).	Look	for	the	use	of	a	different	complete	triad	in	melody	8.37.	2.	Frequently	you	will	encounter	the	easy	third
leap	from	ˆ	2	up	to	4ˆ	or	from	4ˆ	down	to	ˆ	2.	Most	often,	this	interval	implies	not	the	ii	triad	but	the	fifth	and	seventh	of	the	V7	chord,	to	be	presented	in	Chapter	9.	This	interval	is	commonly	found	in	melodies	more	difficult	than	those	of	the	previous	chapters.	3.	A	leap	does	not	always	imply	a	single	harmony,	even	if	the	two	tones	are	members	of
some	triad.	As	an	example,	look	at	melody	8.33,	which	is	notated	below	to	reflect	canonic	performance.	In	the	lowest	voice,	C	up	to	F	may	look	like	the	fifth	up	to	the	root	of	a	V	triad,	or	F	down	to	B	♭	may	look	like	the	fifth	down	to	the	root	of	a	I	triad.	However,	successive	notes	here	are	members	of	different	triads.	When	taken	out	of	context,	the
upper	voice	leaps	from	D	to	F	and	from	B	♭	to	D	may	appear	to	constitute	a	tonic	triad,	but	the	second	pair	of	notes	is	nonharmonic	(appoggiaturas).	113	Before	proceeding	with	this	chapter,	it	will	be	very	useful	to	learn	to	sing	leaps	from	the	ii	and	IV	chords	fluently.	Leaps	to	4ˆ	and	6ˆ	often	require	considerable	practice,	so	don’t	become	discouraged
if	you	find	them	challenging	initially.	Several	patterns	providing	these	leaps	within	the	context	of	a	complete	progression	(tonic	→	pre-dominant	→	dominant	→	tonic)	are	provided	below.	Suggestion:	before	singing,	scan	the	melody	to	locate	any	less	familiar	leaps	and	concentrate	on	them	specifically.	Section	1.	Single-line	melodies.	8.1	114	8.2	8.3	8.4
8.5	115	8.6	8.7	8.8	8.9	8.10	8.11	116	8.12	8.13	8.14	8.15	117	8.16	8.17	8.18	8.19	118	8.20	8.21	When	a	melody	seems	to	be	woven	from	different	strands	in	distinct	registers	(often	described	as	a	compound	melody	or	polyphonic	melody),	it	is	usually	best	to	focus	on	the	continuity	of	the	various	strands	rather	than	on	the	larger	intervals	that	separate
them.	For	instance,	in	melody	8.22	we	may	prefer	to	think	of	the	F	♯	in	measure	2	as	coming	from	the	E	in	measure	1.	Similarly,	in	melody	8.23	it	is	helpful	to	concentrate	on	the	underlying	stepwise	descent	C	♯–B–A–G	♯	in	measures	3–4	and	A–G	♯–F	♯	–E	in	measures	7–8.	Strategic	use	of	close	pitch	connections	beyond	the	note-to-note	level	will	help
you	negotiate	many	otherwise	difficult	leaps	successfully.	8.22	119	8.23	8.24	8.25	8.26	120	8.27	8.28	8.29	8.30	8.31	121	8.32	8.33	8.34	8.35	122	8.36	8.37	8.38	8.39	123	8.40	8.41	8.42	124	What	triad	is	outlined	by	the	first	three	notes	of	melody	8.43?	8.43	´	8.44	8.45	125	8.46	8.47	8.48	8.49	126	Section	2.	Bass	lines.	Some	leaps	tend	to	be	associated
with	bass	lines;	they	are	particularly	ˆ	to	4ˆ	(or	ˆ1–6ˆ–4ˆ)	likely	to	occur	before	cadences.	For	instance,	a	leap	from	1	often	leads	to	the	cadential	dominant,	and	successive	leaps	such	as	ˆ1–6ˆ–2ˆ–5ˆ–1ˆ	or	ˆ1–4ˆ–2ˆ–5ˆ–1ˆ	are	quite	common.	Mastering	the	characteristic	patterns	exemplified	in	excerpts	8.50–8.60	will	help	make	other	bass	lines	you
encounter	seem	more	familiar.	8.50	8.51	8.52	8.53	8.54	127	8.55	8.56	8.57	8.58	8.59	8.60	128	Section	3.	Duets.	8.61	8.62	8.63	129	8.64	8.65	8.66	130	Section	4.	Structured	improvisation.	Up	until	this	point,	you	have	been	asked	to	outline	specific	triads	simply	by	using	their	chord	members	exclusively	(for	instance,	singing	only	ˆ1,	ˆ3,	and	ˆ5	for	the
tonic	triad).	However,	it	is	possible—and,	indeed,	very	typical—to	convey	a	triad	unambiguously	even	when	notes	outside	the	triad	are	also	included.	Stepwise	motion	between	chord	members	is	common,	particularly	when	the	chord	members	are	emphasized	through	their	metrical	placement.	As	an	illustration,	three	different	elaborations	of	the	tonic
triad	and	one	elaboration	of	the	dominant	triad	are	shown	below.	As	you	will	quickly	realize,	the	number	of	distinct	possibilities	is	virtually	unlimited.	The	additional	notes	are	frequently	described	as	passing	(if		they	connect	two	different	chord	members	by	step)	or	neighboring	(if	they	connect	two	identical	notes	by	step).	➤➤	Complete	the	next	two
melodies	by	singing	elaborations	of	the	triad	indicated	below	each	bracket.	Suitable	rhythms	have	been	suggested.	8.67	8.68	131	➤➤	Create	your	own	melody	by	improvising	elaborations	of	the	tonic,	subdominant,	and	dominant	triads	(as	indicated	below	each	bracket).	Use	any	combination	of	,		and		that	fits	the	meter,	being	sure	to	end	with	a
suitably	conclusive	rhythm.	(Helpful	hint:	before	you	begin,	sing	a	simple	arpeggiation	of	the	underlying	I–IV–V–I	progression.)	8.69	132	9	MELODY	Leaps	within	the	Dominant	Seventh	Chord	(V7);	Other	Diatonic	Seventh	Leaps	RHYTHM	Simple	and	Compound	Meters	The	dominant	seventh	chord	is	a	four-note	chord:	the	dominant	triad	plus	an
additional	minor	seventh	above	its	root.	Of	all	the	possible	intervals	from	this	chord,	these	have	not	previously	been	presented:	Root	up	to	seventh	or	seventh	down	to	root	=	minor	seventh	(m7)	Third	up	to	seventh	or	seventh	down	to	third	=	diminished	fifth	(d5),	or	tritone1	Seventh	up	to	third	or	third	down	to	seventh	=	augmented	fourth	(A4),	or
tritone	Actively	imagining	the	sound	of	the	V7	chord	will	make	these	dissonant	leaps	much	easier	to	sing.	1	The	term	tritone	refers	to	an	interval	composed	of	three	whole	steps—technically	an	A4.	Because	the	d5	is	enharmonic	with	the	A4,	it	is	also	frequently	described	as	a	tritone.	133	Section	1.	The	complete	dominant	seventh	chord.	In	this	section,
successive	chord	tones	outline	a	complete	four-note	V7	chord	or	the	near-complete	V7	chord	(chord	members	R–5–7	or	reverse),	all	utilizing	only	the	intervals	of	the	major	third,	the	minor	third,	and	the	perfect	fifth.	9.1	9.2	9.3	9.4	134	9.5	9.6	9.7	135	Section	2.	The	leap	of	a	minor	seventh	within	the	V7	chord.	Before	singing,	plan	the	best	way	to
negotiate	each	seventh	leap.	Will	you	imagine	leaping	an	octave	and	then	moving	by	step?	Might	you	think	back	to	a	previous	note	in	the	same	register?	Are	you	leaping	to	a	note	that	you	can	reliably	find,	regardless	of	context?	9.8	9.9	9.10	9.11	136	9.12	9.13	9.14	137	9.15	9.16	9.17	9.18	138	9.19	Section	3.	The	leap	of	a	tritone	within	the	V7	chord.
9.20	9.21	139	Many	of	the	leaps	in	melody	9.22	will	be	much	easier	if	you	think	about	the	compound	melodic	implications	(see	page	119).	9.22	9.23	9.24	9.25	140	9.26	9.27	9.28	141	9.29	9.30	9.31	142	Section	4.	Other	diatonic	seventh	leaps.	How	might	we	most	easily	find	the	F	in	measure	2?	9.32	9.33	143	9.34	9.35	9.36	9.37	144	9.38	Section	5.
Structured	improvisation.	➤➤	Complete	this	melody	using	notes	from	the	tonic	triad	and	dominant	seventh	chord	(as	indicated	below	each	bracket).	Restrict	yourself	to	rhythmic	values	no	shorter	than	an	eighth	note.	9.39	➤➤	Complete	this	melody	using	elaborations	of	the	tonic	triad	and	dominant	seventh	chord	(as	indicated	below	each	bracket).	Use
any	combination	of	,	,	and		that	fits	the	meter.	9.40	➤➤	Complete	this	melody	as	indicated	below	each	bracket.	Include	at	least	one	leap	of	a	minor	seventh	(between	ˆ	5	and	4ˆ	either	ascending	or	descending)	both	in	measure	2	and	in	measure	5.	Restrict	yourself	to	rhythmic	values	no	shorter	than	an	eighth	note	and	no	longer	than	a	half	note.	9.41
145	10	RHYTHM	The	Subdivision	of	the	Beat:	The	Simple	Beat	into	Four	Parts,	The	Compound	Beat	into	Six	Parts	The	Rhythm	Generator	on	MySearchLab	provides	virtually	unlimited	rhythm-reading	exercises	corresponding	to	this	chapter.	RHYTHMIC	READING,	SIMPLE	METERS	In	simple	meters,	the	beat	may	be	subdivided	into	four	parts.	Three
illustrations	appear	below.	There	are	a	variety	of	good	rhythmic	syllable	systems	that	reflect	the	subdivided	beat.	Several	popular	systems	are	presented	in	Appendix	A;	you	may	wish	to	use	another	approach.	Section	1.	Preliminary	exercises,	simple	meters.	Following	are	three	groups	of	patterns,	one	each	for	the	subdivisions	of	the	,	,	and		notes.
Select	first	the	group	under	the	heading	“	=	1	beat.”	Read	each	line	in	the	group,	repeating	without	interrupting	the	tempo	until	you	have	mastered	it.	Continue	in	like	manner	with	the	following	line.	When	you	have	completed	all	the	lines,	skip	from	one	line	to	any	other	line,	as	directed	or	as	chosen,	without	interrupting	the	tempo.	Continue	with
each	of	the	other	two	groups	in	this	same	manner.	146	The	patterns	shown	are	those	most	commonly	used.	The	rhythmic	figures			and				(and	comparable	figures	for	other	beat	values)	will	be	presented	in	Chapter	13,	“Syncopation.”	Section	2.	Rhythmic	reading	exercises	in	simple	meters.	10.1	10.2	147	10.3	10.4	10.5	10.6	10.7	10.8	10.9	10.10	10.11
10.12	10.13	10.14	148	10.15	10.16	10.17	10.18	10.19	10.20	10.21	149	10.22	10.23	10.24	Section	3.	Two-part	drills,	simple	meters.	10.25	10.26	10.27	10.28	150	10.29	10.30	10.31	10.32	RHYTHMIC	READING,	COMPOUND	METERS	In	compound	meters,	the	beat	may	be	subdivided	into	six	parts.	Three	illustrations	appear	below.	Again,	there	are	a
variety	of	good	rhythmic	syllable	systems	that	reflect	the	subdivided	beat.	Several	popular	systems	are	presented	in	Appendix	A;	you	may	wish	to	use	another	approach.	Section	4.	Preliminary	exercises,	compound	meters.	Follow	directions	for	similar	exercises	in	simple	meters,	page	146.	The	patterns	in	subdivision	shown	are	the	most	common	of
those	possible.	Notice	that	beaming	styles	may	vary.	151	152	Section	5.	Rhythmic	reading	exercises	in	compound	meters.	10.33	10.34	10.35	10.36	10.37	10.38	10.39	10.40	10.41	153	10.42	10.43	10.44	10.45	10.46	10.47	10.48	10.49	10.50	154	10.51	10.52	10.53	10.54	10.55	10.56	10.57	10.58	10.59	155	10.60	10.61	10.62	10.63	10.64	Section	6.	Two-
part	drills,	compound	meters.	10.65	10.66	10.67	156	10.68	10.69	10.70	10.71	10.72	10.73	10.74	157	10.75	10.76	10.77	10.78	10.79	158	11	MELODY	Leaps	within	the	Tonic	and	Dominant	Triads	RHYTHM	Subdivision	in	Simple	and	Compound	Meters	Section	1.	Single-line	melodies	and	duets.	11.1	11.2	159	11.3	11.4	11.5	11.6	160	11.7	11.8	11.9	11.10
161	11.11	11.12	11.13	11.14	162	11.15	11.16	11.17	163	11.18	11.19	11.20	11.21	11.22	11.23	164	11.24	11.25	11.26	165	11.27	11.28	11.29	11.30	11.31	166	11.32	Section	2.	Structured	Improvisation.	➤➤	As	indicated	below	each	bracket,	fill	in	the	missing	beats	with	an	outline	of	the	tonic	triad,	an	outline	of	the	dominant	triad,	or	stepwise	motion.	A
rhythm	has	been	suggested	in	most	places,	but	you	will	need	to	improvise	your	own	rhythm	in	measure	7.	11.33	167	➤➤	A	melodic	outline	for	two	phrases	is	provided	below;	notice	that	the	two	cadential	measures	have	been	completed.	Using	entirely	stepwise	motion	and	any	combination	of		and		that	fits	the	meter,	connect	these	notes	(all	of	which
fall	on	the	beat)	so	that	they	form	a	complete	melody.	Look	over	the	entire	exercise	and	think	about	the	key	before	you	begin.	11.34	➤➤	Improvise	a	second	phrase	that	“answers”	the	first	(in	other	words,	improvise	a	consequent	phrase	to	the	given	antecedent	phrase).	It	is	appropriate	for	the	second	phrase	to	sound	similar	to	the	first	phrase,	perhaps
even	using	an	identical	beginning.	However,	the	final	cadence	must	sound	more	conclusive.	11.35	168	12	MELODY	Further	Use	of	Diatonic	Leaps	RHYTHM	Subdivision	in	Simple	and	Compound	Meters	Section	1.	Diatonic	leaps	except	the	seventh	and	tritone.	12.1	12.2	169	12.3	12.4	12.5	12.6	12.7	170	12.8	12.9	12.10	171	12.11	12.12	12.13	172
12.14	12.15	12.16	12.17	12.18	173	12.19	12.20	12.21	12.22	174	12.23	12.24	12.25	175	12.26	12.27	12.28	12.29	176	12.30	12.31	177	12.32	12.33	12.34	12.35	178	12.36	12.37	12.38	179	12.39	Section	2.	Leaps	of	a	seventh	or	tritone	within	the	V7	chord.	12.40	12.41	180	12.42	12.43	12.44	12.45	181	12.46	12.47	12.48	12.49	182	12.50	12.51	12.52	183
12.53	12.54	Section	3.	Other	melodic	dissonances.	12.55	12.56	184	12.57	12.58	12.59	The	melodic	augmented	second	is	unusual	in	common-practice	music;	in	measure	3	of	melody	12.60,	it	arises	as	an	embellishing	tone	to	the	overall	V7	harmony.	However,	augmented	seconds	are	quite	common	in	some	musical	traditions.	Melodies	12.61	and	12.62
are	properly	understood	as	ending	on	ˆ	1	(they	employ	an	Ashkenazic	mode	that	has	a	half	step	between	ˆ	1	ˆ),	but	thinking	of	the	final	note	as	ˆ5	in	a	harmonic	minor	scale	will	and	2	enable	you	to	find	the	right	intervals.	185	12.60	12.61	12.62	186	Section	4.	Structured	improvisation.	➤➤	A	melodic	outline	is	provided	below.	Using	entirely	stepwise
motion	and	any	combination	of		and		that	fits	the	meter,	connect	these	notes	(all	of	which	fall	on	the	beat)	so	that	they	form	a	complete	melody.	12.63	➤➤	Complete	this	melody,	incorporating	the	opening	neighbor-note	motive	as	often	as	possible.	Try	to	sustain	a	rhythm	of	steady	sixteenth	notes	until	the	very	end	(where	it	is	appropriate	to	use	a
longer	note	that	falls	on	a	beat).	12.64	➤➤	Complete	this	melody,	frequently	including	the	opening	motive	(both	the	rhythm	and	the	use	of	passing	tones).	Create	an	effective	half	cadence	at	the	end	of	the	first	four-measure	phrase	and	an	authentic	cadence	at	the	end	of	the	second	four-measure	phrase.	12.65	187	13	RHYTHM	AND	MELODY
Syncopation	The	Rhythm	Generator	on	MySearchLab	provides	virtually	unlimited	rhythm-reading	exercises	corresponding	to	this	chapter.	Syncopation	occurs	when	the	normal	metrical	pattern	of	accentuation	is	deliberately	contradicted.	Syncopation	can	be	created	by	1.	Accenting	a	weak	beat	or	a	weak	part	of	a	beat:	2.	Tying	a	weak	beat	into	the
next	strong	beat:1	3.	Tying	the	weak	division	of	a	beat	into	the	next	beat:	1	(	(	Some	passages	seemingly	in	syncopation	may	be	subject	to	a	different	interpretation.	For	example,	the	pattern	43											is	often	performed	as	23									,	a	device	known	as	hemiola.	See	Chapter	17,	page	305.	188	RHYTHMIC	READING	Section	1.	Syncopation	in	simple
meters	at	the	beat	or	beat	division	level.	13.1	13.2	13.3	13.4	13.5	13.6	13.7	13.8	189	13.9	13.10	13.11	13.12	Section	2.	Syncopation	in	compound	meters	at	the	beat	or	beat	division	level.	13.13	13.14	13.15	13.16	13.17	13.18	13.19	190	13.20	13.21	13.22	13.23	13.24	13.25	13.26	Section	3.	Two-part	drills.	13.27	13.28	13.29	13.30	191	13.31	13.32
13.33	13.34	13.35	13.36	13.37	13.38	192	13.39	Section	4.	Syncopation	at	the	beat	subdivision	level	in	simple	meters.	13.40	13.41	13.42	13.43	13.44	13.45	13.46	13.47	13.48	193	13.49	13.50	13.51	13.52	13.53	Section	5.	Syncopation	at	the	beat	subdivision	level	in	compound	meters.	13.54	13.55	13.56	13.57	194	13.58	13.59	13.60	13.61	Section	6.
Two-part	drills.	13.62	13.63	13.64	195	13.65	13.66	13.67	13.68	13.69	SIGHT	SINGING	Section	7.	Syncopation	in	simple	meters	at	the	beat	or	beat	division	level.	13.70	196	13.71	13.72	13.73	13.74	197	13.75	13.76	13.77	13.78	198	13.79	13.80	13.81	13.82	199	13.83	13.84	13.85	13.86	13.87	200	13.88	13.89	13.90	201	13.91	Section	8.	Syncopation	in
compound	meters	at	the	beat	or	beat	division	level.	In	the	rhythmic	figure		,	the	strong	beat	(first	note)	is	usually	accented,	as	in	melody	13.92,	measure	1	(similar	to			,	the	so-called	Scotch	snap	in	simple	meters).	If	the	second	note	of	the	figure	is	to	be	accented,	it	is	marked	with	a	sign	such	as	>	or	sf,	as	in	melody	13.94.	13.92	13.93	202	13.94	13.95
13.96	13.97	203	13.98	13.99	Section	9.	Syncopation	at	the	beat	subdivision	level	in	simple	and	compound	meters.	13.100	13.101	204	13.102	13.103	13.104	13.105	205	13.106	13.107	13.108	13.109	206	13.110	13.111	207	13.112	13.113	13.114	208	13.115	Section	10.	Duets.	13.116	209	13.117	13.118	210	Section	11.	Structured	improvisation.	➤➤
Maintaining	the	syncopated	rhythm	established	in	the	opening	measures,	complete	this	melody	by	outlining	the	chords	indicated	below	the	brackets.	13.119	➤➤	Complete	the	melody	below	using	syncopated	rhythms	like	the	one	provided	in	measure	1.	You	may	simply	outline	the	triads	indicated,	or	you	may	elaborate	them	with	passing	and
neighboring	tones.	13.120	➤➤	Improvise	a	consequent	phrase	that	“answers”	the	given	antecedent	phrase.	It	is	appropriate	for	the	second	phrase	to	sound	similar	to	the	first	phrase,	perhaps	even	using	an	identical	beginning.	However,	the	final	cadence	must	sound	more	conclusive.	13.121	211	14	RHYTHM	AND	MELODY	Triplet	Division	of	Undotted
Note	Values;	Duplet	Division	of	Dotted	Note	Values	The	Rhythm	Generator	on	MySearchLab	provides	virtually	unlimited	rhythm-reading	exercises	corresponding	to	this	chapter.	A	triplet	division	of	an	undotted	note	value	is	indicated	by	three	notes	with	a	“3”	added.	The	division	of	three	uses	the	same	note	value	as	that	for	the	3							usual	division	into
two	parts	(for	example,	=	).	=	The	duplet	division	of	a	dotted	note	can	be	indicated	in	three	ways:	1.	Most	commonly,	two	notes	with	a	“2,”	using	the	same	note	value	as	the	divi2	sion	of	three	(	=				=			).	212	2.	Less	commonly,	two	notes	with	a	“2,”	using	the	same	note	value	as	the	one	2	4	2	2	being	divided	(	=			).	See	melody	14.63,	shown	as					(=					).
3.	Found	mostly	in	twentieth-century	music,	two	dotted	notes	of	the	next	smaller	value	(	=			and		=			).	An	example	of		=			can	be	seen	in	melody	21.61,	among	others,	in	Chapter	21.	RHYTHMIC	READING	Section	1.	Triplet	division	of	undotted	note	values.	In	example	14.1,	a	and	b	sound	identical	when	performed	at	the	same	tempo.	The	triplet	in
simple	meter	could	be	said	to	be	“borrowed”	from	compound	meter,	since	it	sounds	exactly	the	same	as	the	normal	division	of	three	in	compound	meter.	14.1	14.2	14.3	213	14.4	14.5	14.6	14.7	14.8	14.9	214	14.10	14.11	14.12	14.13	14.14	14.15	14.16	14.17	215	Section	2.	Duplet	division	of	dotted	note	values.	In	example	14.18,	a,	b,	and	c	sound
identical	when	performed	at	the	same	tempo.	The	duplet	in	compound	meter	could	be	said	to	be	“borrowed”	from	simple	meter,	since	it	sounds	exactly	the	same	as	the	normal	division	of	two	in	simple	meter.	At	c,	the	duplet	notation	as	two	dotted	eighth	notes	is	mathematically	accurate.	Each	dotted	eighth	note	is	equivalent	to	three	sixteenth	notes,
exactly	one-half	of	the	six	sixteenth	notes	in	the	beat.	This	notation	is	less	commonly	used.	14.18	14.19	14.20	14.21	14.22	216	14.23	14.24	14.25	14.26	14.27	14.28	Section	3.	Two-part	drills.	The	goal	of	these	drills	is	the	ability	to	perform	simple	and	compound	rhythmic	units	simultaneously,	a	common	situation	for	keyboard	players,	as	well	as	for	any
musician	performing	a	part	in	one	meter	while	another	meter	is	sounding.	217	In	examples	14.29	and	14.30	(simple	meter	signature),	think	simple	and	then	compound	as	you	alternate	hands.	Repeat	until	the	transition	from	one	to	the	other	is	easily	accomplished,	then	go	past	the	repeat	bar,	performing	simple	and	compound	units	simultaneously.	In
examples	14.31	and	14.32	(compound	meter	signature),	follow	the	same	procedure,	alternating	your	thinking	and	performing,	first	in	compound	meter	and	then	in	simple	meter,	followed	by	simultaneous	performance	of	the	two	meters.	14.29	14.30	14.31	14.32	218	14.33	14.34	14.35	14.36	SIGHT	SINGING	Section	4.	Triplet	division	of	undotted	note
values.	14.37	14.38	219	14.39	14.40	14.41	14.42	220	14.43	14.44	221	14.45	14.46	14.47	14.48	222	14.49	14.50	14.51	223	14.52	14.53	Section	5.	Duplet	division	of	dotted	note	values.	14.54	224	14.55	14.56	14.57	225	14.58	14.59	14.60	226	14.61	14.62	14.63	227	14.64	Section	6.	Duets.	14.65	14.66	228	14.67	Section	7.	Structured	improvisation.	➤➤
Elaborate	the	basic	framework	below	with	stepwise	motion,	placing	each	given	note	on	the	downbeat.	You	may	use	any	rhythmic	pattern	from	previous	chapters,	but	try	to	include	at	least	two	triplet	figures.	14.68	229	➤➤	Elaborate	the	harmony	indicated	below	each	bracket	using	passing	tones	and	chordal	skips	similar	to	the	first	measure	(but	not
necessarily	maintaining	the	same	contour	in	each	measure).	Include	at	least	one	triplet	per	measure.	14.69	➤➤	By	maintaining	coherent	melodies	in	different	registers,	exercise	14.70	implies	two	distinct	voices.	The	effect	is	essentially	like	a	duet,	but	with	only	one	performer.	Complete	the	melody	by	elaborating	the	two-voice	outline	provided,	similar
to	the	way	in	which	the	first	measure	elaborates	B	♭	–G	(shown	above	the	staff).	Leap	between	the	two	implied	voices	at	least	once	in	each	measure,	and	try	to	include	several	triplets.	14.70	230	15	MELODY	Chromaticism	(I)	Chromatic	Embellishing	Tones;	Tonicizing	the	Dominant;	Modulation	to	the	Key	of	the	Dominant	or	the	Relative	Major	Section
1.	Chromatic	notes	in	the	context	of	stepwise	motion.	Chromatic	notes	are	those	that	are	not	members	of	the	scale	of	the	key	in	which	the	music	sounds.	Examples:	In	C	major,	F	is	diatonic,	F	♯	is	chromatic;	in	D	major,	F	♯	is	diatonic,	F		is	chromatic;	in	B	♭	major,	A	♭	is	diatonic,	A	is	chromatic.	In	its	usual	stepwise	resolution,	a	raised	chromatic	note
moves	up	a	half	step	to	the	next	diatonic	note,	and	a	lowered	chromatic	note	moves	down	a	half	step	to	the	next	diatonic	note.	The	opening	examples	of	this	chapter	illustrate	representative	embellishing	usages:	as	a	neighboring	tone	(melody	15.1)	or	a	passing	tone	(melodies	15.6).	Different	solmization	systems	identify	chromatic	notes	differently.	A
variety	of	popular	approaches	is	explained	in	Appendix	B.	Different	solmization	systems	identify	chromatic	notes	differently.	A	variety	of	popular	approaches	is	explained	in	Appendix	B.	15.1	231	15.2	15.3	15.4	15.5	232	15.6	15.7	15.8	233	15.9	15.10	15.11	15.12	234	15.13	Section	2.	Chromatic	notes	approached	or	left	by	leap.	Chromatic	notes	are
sometimes	approached	by	leap	or,	less	often,	left	by	leap;	see	melody	15.14	(which	begins	with	double	neighbors,	also	known	as	changing	tones)	and	melody	15.16	(which	includes	some	chromatic	appoggiaturas).	Chromatic	appoggiaturas	may	produce	augmented	or	diminished	intervals	with	the	notes	that	precede	them.	One	way	to	negotiate	a
difficult	leap	to	a	chromatic	note	is	to	think	of	the	note	that	follows	the	chromatic	note,	and	then	relate	this	note	back	to	the	chromatic	note.	For	example,	in	melody	15.18,	you	will	see	an	appoggiatura	E	♯	resolving	to	F	♯	in	D	major.	Think	about	the	F	♯	that	continues	the	stepwise	descent	from	B	starting	in	measure	3,	then	lead	into	that	F	♯	goal	from
a	half	step	below	—	the	E	♯	appoggiatura.	Alternatively,	you	might	notice	that	the	E	♯	in	melody	15.18	is	part	of	a	longer	chromatic	ascent	from	the	D	that	begins	in	measure	1.	Contextualizing	chromatic	notes	so	that	we	can	understand	their	relationships	to	diatonic	notes	makes	them	easier	to	sing.	15.14	235	15.15	15.16	15.17	15.18	15.19	236	15.20
On	what	chromatically	altered	scale	degree	does	this	melody	begin?	15.21	15.22	237	15.23	Section	3.	Tonicization	of	V	in	major	keys.	The	presence	of	the	raised	tone	♯	4ˆ	in	a	melody	often	indicates	the	use	of	a	secondary	dominant	harmony.	In	its	frequent	appearance	at	a	cadence	point,	it	implies	either	a	tonicized	half	cadence	V/V→V	(C	major:	D	F	♯
A→G	B	D)	or	a	modulation	to	the	dominant	(C	major:	F	♯	is	the	leading	tone	in	G	major).	On	paper,	such	a	progression	looks	like	a	modulation,	with	the	pivot	chord	I	=	IV,	but	it	often	sounds	like	a	half	cadence	in	the	original	key.	Choosing	an	analysis	is	not	always	easy,	as	the	perception	of	reaching	or	not	reaching	a	new	key	will	differ	from	person	to
person.	When	hearing	or	performing	such	a	progression,	it	helps	to	ask	yourself,	“Could	the	composition	stop	at	this	point	or	must	it	continue?”	If	the	music	must	continue,	considering	the	progression	as	a	half	cadence	is	often	the	better	choice.	The	melodies	in	this	section	illustrate	cadences	on	the	dominant,	all	of	which	may	be	interpreted	as
tonicizations.	At	a	modulation,	people	who	sing	with	movable-do	solfège	or	scale-degree	numbers	typically	shift	their	syllables	so	that	the	local	tonic	is	called	do	or	ˆ	1	(see	sections	4	and	5	of	this	chapter),	but	no	such	shift	is	needed	at	a	tonicization.	Thus,	the	melodies	in	this	section	may	be	performed	with	no	change	in	solmization.	However,	many	of
these	melodies	are	open	to	interpretation.	If	you	perceive	a	change	of	tonic	(and	you	use	a	movable	solmization	system),	adjusting	your	solmization	to	reflect	that	change	is	quite	appropriate.	15.24	Notice	that	it	is	possible	to	tonicize	V	without	including	any	accidentals	in	the	melody.	238	15.25	15.26	15.27	239	15.28	15.29	15.30	240	15.31	15.32
15.33	241	15.34	15.35	15.36	15.37	242	15.38	15.39	243	15.40	15.41	15.42	244	15.43	Section	4.	Tonicization	of	III	and	modulation	to	the	relative	major	from	minor	keys.	In	minor	keys,	it	is	not	unusual	to	touch	on	the	relative	major	through	a	tonicization	of	the	III	chord	or	a	modulation	to	the	key	of	III.	People	who	sing	using	scale-degree	numbers	or
do	-based	minor	often	find	that	shifting	their	solmization	makes	it	easier	to	perform	such	passages.	The	tonicization	in	melodies	15.44	and	15.45	is	weak	and	may	not	warrant	any	adjustment.	However,	melody	15.46	will	probably	be	made	easier	by	shifting	to	the	relative	major	at	the	first	asterisk	(6ˆ	=	4ˆ,	or	le	=	fa)	and	shifting	back	again	at	the
second	asterisk.	(People	who	sing	using	la	-based	minor	or	a	fixed	system	will	maintain	the	same	solmization	throughout.)	15.44	15.45	245	15.46	15.47	15.48	15.49	246	15.50	15.51	15.52	15.53	247	15.54	15.55	15.56	248	15.57	15.58	15.59	249	15.60	Section	5.	Modulation	to	the	dominant	from	major	and	minor	keys.	It	is	very	common	for	music	to
modulate	to	the	key	of	its	dominant.	For	a	work	in	C	major,	this	means	changing	to	G	major;	for	a	work	in	C	minor,	this	means	changing	to	G	minor	(not	G	major,	which	has	fewer	notes	in	common	with	C	minor).	As	discussed	in	section	3	of	this	chapter,	the	distinction	between	a	tonicization	and	a	modulation	is	not	always	clear,	but	the	melodies	in	this
section	are	likely	to	be	interpreted	as	modulating.	People	who	use	a	moveable	solmization	system	should	shift	their	syllables	to	reflect	a	perceived	change	of	tonic.	A	suggested	location	for	such	a	shift	is	marked	with	an	asterisk	in	melody	15.61.	15.61	250	15.62	15.63	15.64	251	15.65	15.66	15.67	15.68	252	15.69	15.70	15.71	253	15.72	15.73	15.74
254	15.75	15.76	15.77	255	15.78	15.79	15.80	256	15.81	15.82	15.83	257	15.84	15.85	15.86	258	15.87	259	Section	6.	Duets.	15.88	15.89	260	15.90	15.91	15.92	261	Section	7.	Structured	improvisation.	➤➤	A	melodic	outline	for	two	phrases	is	provided	below.	Elaborate	the	given	notes	(all	of	which	fall	on	the	beat)	with	the	opening	measure’s	neighbor-
note	figure,	using	chromatic	inflection	whenever	possible.	15.93	➤➤	A	melodic	outline	for	one	phrase	is	provided	below.	Using	entirely	stepwise	motion	and	any	combination	of		and		that	fits	the	meter,	connect	these	notes	(all	of	which	fall	on	the	beat)	so	that	they	form	a	melody.	Include	some	chromatic	neighboring	and/or	passing	tones.	15.94	➤➤
Complete	the	melody	by	outlining	the	harmonies	indicated	below	each	bracket.	You	may	use	notes	outside	the	specified	chords	on	metrically	weak	beats,	provided	that	you	approach	and	resolve	them	by	step.	A	rhythmic	pattern	has	been	suggested	in	several	locations.	15.95	262	16	MELODY	Chromaticism	(II)	Tonicization	of	Any	Diatonic	Triad;
Modulation	to	Any	Closely	Related	Key	Section	1.	Tonicization	of	any	diatonic	triad;	modulation	only	to	the	dominant	or	relative	major	key.	The	first	section	of	this	chapter	freely	mixes	the	tonicizations	and	modulations	introduced	in	Chapter	13.	Thus,	it	will	be	especially	important	to	examine	each	melody	closely	and	assess	the	overall	tonal	structure
before	sight	singing.	This	section	also	includes	secondary	dominant	harmonies	other	than	V/V.	For	example,	melody	16.2	includes	the	progression	V/ii→ii	in	measures	15–16	(A	major:	F	♯	A	♯	C	♯	→	B	D	F	♯).	It	is	possible	to	tonicize	any	major	or	minor	(but	not	diminished)	triad.	16.1	263	16.2	16.3	16.4	264	16.5	16.6	16.7	16.8	265	16.9	16.10	16.11	266
16.12	16.13	16.14	267	16.15	16.16	268	16.17	16.18	269	16.19	16.20	16.21	270	16.22	16.23	271	16.24	16.25	16.26	272	16.27	16.28	273	16.29	16.30	16.31	274	16.32	16.33	275	16.34	16.35	16.36	276	16.37	16.38	16.39	277	16.40	16.41	16.42	278	16.43	16.44	279	16.45	Section	2.	Modulation	to	any	closely	related	key.	In	contrast	to	the	nebulous
quality	of	modulatory	or	secondary	dominant	progressions	to	the	dominant,	a	modulation	to	any	other	key	is	usually	more	convincing,	since	its	cadence	usually	has	little	or	no	inclination	to	return	immediately	to	the	original	key.	Of	all	the	possible	modulations	to	closely	related	keys,1	those	to	the	dominant,	the	relative	major,	and	the	relative	minor	are
the	most	common.	16.46	16.47	1	When	the	signatures	of	two	keys	are	the	same,	or	differ	by	not	more	than	one	sharp	or	one	flat,	the	keys	are	considered	closely	related.	Examples:	from	C	major	to	D	minor	(1♭)	from	C	minor	to	E	♭	major	(3	♭)	to	F	minor	(4	♭)	to	E	minor	(1♯)	to	F	major	(1♭)	to	G	minor	(2	♭)	to	G	major	(1♯)	to	A	♭	major	(4	♭)	to	B	♭	major	(2
♭)	to	A	minor	(0	♯	or	♭)	280	16.48	16.49	281	16.50	16.51	16.52	16.53	282	16.54	16.55	283	16.56	16.57	16.58	16.59	284	285	16.60	16.61	16.62	286	16.63	16.64	16.65	287	16.66	16.67	16.68	*	Although	published	as	the	work	of	Felix	Mendelssohn,	this	melody	was	actually	written	by	Felix’s	sister,	Fanny	Mendelssohn	Hensel.	288	16.69	16.70	289	16.71
Section	3.	Duets.	Included	are	examples	of	both	secondary	dominant	progressions	and	modulations	to	closely	related	keys.	16.72	16.73	290	16.74	291	16.75	16.76	292	16.77	293	16.78	Section	4.	Structured	improvisation.	➤➤	Complete	the	partial	melody	below	as	indicated.	Notice	that	measure	2	will	modulate	to	the	relative	major,	then	measure	3
will	gradually	return	to	the	original	minor	key.	(Helpful	hint:	an	A	♯	in	measure	3	will	make	the	return	to	the	relative	minor	more	convincing.)	16.79	294	➤➤	Complete	the	given	melody,	following	the	harmonies	indicated	below	the	brackets.	You	may	simply	arpeggiate	the	chords,	or	you	may	elaborate	them	with	passing	tones	and	neighboring	tones.
Restrict	yourself	to	rhythmic	values	no	shorter	than	an	eighth	note.	16.80	➤➤	Improvise	two	phrases	according	to	the	outline	below.	The	notes	provided	should	fall	on	the	beat,	and	your	melody	should	elaborate	the	harmonies	shown	below	the	brackets.	Notice	that	the	second	phrase	modulates	to	the	key	of	the	dominant;	the	perfect	authentic	cadence
indicated	at	the	end	is	in	the	new	key.	16.81	295	17	RHYTHM	AND	MELODY	Changing	Meter	Signatures;	The	Hemiola;	Less	Common	Meter	Signatures	RHYTHMIC	READING	Section	I.	Definitions	and	rhythmic	reading	exercises.	Changing	meters	(melodies	in	Section	2).	One	or	more	changes	of	meter	may	occur	within	a	composition.	Most
commonly,	the	changes	occur	all	within	simple	meter	or	all	within	compound	meter,	the	denominators	of	the	signatures	remaining	constant.	Consequently,	the	duration	of	the	beat	is	the	same	in	each	meter.	A	new	meter	signature	is	placed	at	the	point	of	each	change.	17.1	17.2	When	the	change	is	from	simple	meter	to	compound	meter,	or	the
reverse,	there	are	two	distinct	possibilities:	1.	The	divisions	of	the	two	meters	are	of	equal	duration	(often	indicated	in	the	score	by	a	symbol	such	as		=		at	the	point	of	the	change).	Example		17.3	6	2	shows	that	the	eighth	note	of	8	is	equal	in	value	to	the	eighth	note	of	4	.	When	this	particular	type	of	meter	change	occurs,	the	tempo	of	the	beat	will
change	while	the	tempo	of	the	divisions	remains	constant.	296	17.3	17.4	17.5	17.6	2.	When	a	symbol	such	as		=		appears,	the	durations	of	the	two	note	values	are	2	equal.	In	example	17.7a,	the	quarter	note	of	4	is	equal	in	duration	to	the	dot6	ted	quarter	note	of	8	.	Example	17.7b	shows	how	the	same	rhythmic	sound	can	be	notated	with	the	use	of
triplets.	When	this	particular	type	of	meter	change	occurs,	the	tempo	of	the	beat	will	remain	constant	while	the	tempo	of	the	divisions	will	change.	17.7	17.8	17.9	17.10	297	17.11	17.12	17.13	17.14	A	double	meter	signature	combines	the	two	signatures	to	be	used	during	the	composition.	After	the	double	signature	43	24	,	for	example,	each	measure
will	be	either	43	or	24	without	further	indication.	Such	a	signature	often	indicates	a	regular	alternation	between	the	two	meters—	43	24	43	24	—or	a	pattern	of	successive	meters,	such	as	43	43	24	43	43	24	.	Triple	signatures	such	as	44	24	43	are	possible	but	rare.	17.15	17.16	17.17	17.18	298	The	hemiola	(melodies	in	Section	3)	is	a	change	of
grouping	that	suggests	a	change	of	meter	without	the	use	of	a	changing	meter	signature.	In	this	device,	two	successive	groups	of	three	beats	(or	three	divisions)	create	the	aural	impression	of	three	groups	of	two	beats	(or	two	divisions)—for	instance,							becomes							.	17.19	17.20	17.21	17.22	17.23	Meters	of	5	and	7	(melodies	in	Section	4).	These
meter	signatures	usually	sound	like	two	alternating	meters,	such	as	45	=	43	24	or	24	43	,	or	78	=	84	83	or	83	84	.	The	beat	groupings	are	usually	reflected	by	the	notation,	such	as						for	3	+	2.	The	3	+	4	grouping	of	melody	17.70	is	indicated	by	a	dotted	bar	line	within	each	measure.	A		constant	alternation	can	be	indicated	by	a	signature	such	as	342
.	Other	meter	signatures	are	uncommon	in	music	before	the	twentieth	century;	they	must	be	interpreted	on	an	individual	basis.	The	Conductor’s	Beats:	five	and	seven	beats	per	measure	5	2	5	3	1	4	3	7	4	2	1	4	3	2	5	6	1	299	17.24	17.25	17.26	17.27	SIGHT	SINGING	Section	2.	Changing	meter	signatures.	17.28	17.29	17.30	300	17.31	17.32	17.33	301
17.34	17.35	17.36	17.37	302	17.38	17.39	303	17.40	17.41	17.42	304	Section	3.	The	hemiola.	Example	17.43	demonstrates	the	“classic”	sound	and	notation	for	the	hemiola:	one	or	more	three-beat	groupings	followed	by	a	group	of	three	two-beat	groupings.	Their	notation	and	placement	in	context	vary	widely,	as	can	be	seen	in	these	melodies,	but	each
expresses	a	3–2	or	2–3	relationship.	17.44.	In	83	:	two	groups	of	three	eighth	notes	are	followed	by	a	group	of	three	quarter	notes	within	one	measure	of	43	.	17.45.	The	3–2	relationship	reversed:	three	groups	of	two	eighth	notes	are	followed	by	two	groups	of	three	eighth	notes	(2–3).	17.46.	There	are	two	successive	groups	of	hemiolas.	17.47.	The
cadence	usually	expected	for	43	,	measures	7–8,	is	preceded	by	three	successive	groups	of	two.	The	hemiola	was	used	frequently	in	the	seventeenth	and	eighteenth	centuries	but	saw	declining	interest	in	the	ninteenth	century,	except	in	the	music	of	Johannes	Brahms	and	Hugo	Wolf.	The	twentieth	century	saw	its	increased	usage	along	with	similar
devices	that	expressed	the	revival	of	rhythmic	freedom.	17.43	305	17.44	17.45	17.46	17.47	306	17.48	17.49	307	17.50	17.51	17.52	308	17.53	17.54	Section	4.	Meters	of	5	and	7,	and	other	meters.	17.55	17.56	309	17.57	17.58	17.59	310	17.60	17.61	17.62	17.63	311	17.64	©	Copyright	by	Amberson	Holdings	LLC.	Copyright	Renewed.	Leonard
Bernstein	Music	Publishing	Company	LLC,	Publisher.	International	Copyright	Secured.	Reprinted	by	permission.	17.65	17.66	17.67	312	17.68	17.69	17.70	313	17.71	17.72	17.73	314	17.74	17.75	17.76	315	17.77	Section	5.	Structured	improvisation.	➤➤	Continue	this	melody	using	mostly	stepwise	motion	and	the	leap	of	a	third	between	the	last	two
notes	of	every	measure.	Try	to	sustain	the	rhythm	of	constant	eighth	notes	throughout.	(You	may	prefer	to	deviate	from	established	patterns	in	the	last	measure,	however.)	17.78	➤➤	Elaborate	the	harmony	indicated	below	each	bracket	using	passing	tones	and	chordal	skips	similar	to	the	first	measure.	Although	you	should	incorporate	similar	features
in	order	to	create	the	sense	of	a	unified	phrase,	you	need	not	adhere	to	a	single	repeating	contour	or	rhythm.	Notice	that	the	meter	consistently	alternates	between	43	and	24	.	17.79	316	➤➤	Improvise	a	consequent	phrase	to	answer	the	antecedent	phrase	provided	below.	Try	to	begin	the	second	phrase	with	contrasting	material,	but	be	careful	to
maintain	the	established	hemiola	pattern	throughout.	End	with	a	very	strong	cadential	gesture	so	that	the	final	cadence	sounds	more	conclusive	than	the	cadence	in	measure	4.	17.80	317	18	RHYTHM	AND	MELODY	Further	Subdivision	of	the	Beat;	Notation	in	Slow	Tempi	The	use	of	note	values	smaller	than	the	divisions	presented	in	previous
chapters	is	relatively	uncommon.	Divisions	smaller	than	those	shown	below	are	possible,	but	they	are	rarely	used.	1.	The	beat	note	is	divided	into	eight	parts	in	simple	meters	and	into	twelve	parts	in	compound	meters.	In	signatures	with	other	denominators,	the	beat	note	may	be	similarly	divided.	For	these	divisions	to	be	performed	using	the	usual
note	value	for	one	beat	(as	indicated	by	the	meter	signature),	the	tempo	must	be	moderate	to	slow,	but	not	as	slow	as	described	below.	2.	The	division	of	the	beat	(as	indicated	by	the	meter	signature)	is	used	as	the	beat-note	value.	When	the	tempo	of	a	composition	is	very	slow,	the	meter	signature	often	does	not	actually	express	the	number	of	beats
in	the	measure.	In	a	very	slow	24	measure,	for	example,	there	may	actually	be	four	beats,	the	eighth	note	receiving	one	beat.	Similarly,	in	a	very	slow	tempo,	the	numerator	318	of	the	meter	signature	for	a	compound	meter	may	actually	indicate	the	number	of	beats	in	the	measure.	Consequently,	in	a	slow	68	,	instead	of	two		beats	in	one	measure,
there	might	be	six		beats	in	one	measure.	It	is	sometimes	difficult	to	ascertain	when	to	use	the	beat	division	as	the	actual	beat	note.	Beginning	with	Beethoven,	who	first	made	use	of	the	metronome,	composers	at	times	include	a	metronome	marking	for	the	beat	division,	as	in	melody	18.22,	where	the	eighth	note	receives	the	beat	in	43	time,	and	in
melody	18.23,	where	the	subdivision,	a	sixteenth	note,	is	designated	as	the	beat	in	24	time.	When	no	marking	is	supplied	by	the	composer,	an	editorial	marking	in	parentheses	is	sometimes	included	in	the	score,	as	in	melody	18.26.	Such	a	marking	is	based	on	the	composer’s	tempo	indication	or	determined	through	knowledge	of	the	composer’s	style
and	of	historical	performance	precedents.	When	not	indicated,	the	beat-note	value	must	be	similarly	determined	by	the	performer.	But	there	will	always	be	borderline	cases	where	a	slight	difference	in	opinion	can	result	in	a	different	choice	of	beat-note	value.	Section	I.	Rhythmic	reading.	Read	each	example,	using	these	metronome	markings:	18.1–
18.6:	M.M.		=	50	18.7–18.8:	M.M.		=	50	18.9–18.11:	M.M.		=	44	Read	each	example	again,	using	these	metronome	markings:	18.1–18.6:	M.M.		=	76	18.7–18.8:	M.M.		=	76	18.9–18.11:	M.M.		=	86	18.1	18.2	18.3	319	18.4	18.5	18.6	18.7	18.8	18.9	18.10	18.11	320	Read	these	examples	using	the	metronome	marking	M.M.		=	72.	18.12	18.13	18.14	18.15
Section	2.	Sight	singing.	18.16	18.17	321	18.18	18.19	18.20	18.21	322	18.22	18.23	18.24	323	18.25	18.26	324	18.27	325	18.28	18.29	18.30	326	18.31	18.32	327	18.33	18.34	18.35	328	Section	3.	Structured	improvisation.	➤➤	Maintaining	a	very	slow	tempo,	construct	a	modulating	phrase	that	follows	the	harmonic	profile	below.	In	general,	elaboration
such	as	passing	tones	and	neighboring	tones	should	fall	on	weak	beats,	while	strong	beats	should	emphasize	chord	tones.	Try	to	cadence	on	the	new	tonic.	18.36	➤➤	Two	common	cadential	bass	formulas	appear	below.	Elaborate	each	basic	framework	with	neighboring	tones,	passing	tones	to	other	chord	members,	and	occasional	chordal	skips.	Some
chords	are	open	to	interpretation	(for	instance,	the	B	♭	in	the	first	bass	line	might	suggest	iv	or	ii°6).	Maintain	a	very	slow	tempo,	and	try	to	include	some	short	note	values	such	as		and	.	18.37	18.38	329	19	MELODY	Chromaticism	(III)	Additional	Uses	of	Chromatic	Tones;	Remote	Modulation	Section	1.	Chromatic	tones	in	less	common	intervals.	The
chromaticism	in	these	melodies	produces	some	infrequently	used	intervals.	Examples	include	the	diminished	third	(19.1),	the	augmented	fourth	(19.2),	the	augmented	fifth	(19.5),	the	augmented	second	(19.8),	the	diminished	fourth	(19.9),	the	minor	ninth	(19.10),	and	the	diminished	octave	(19.15).	Rather	than	focus	on	the	difficult	interval,	however,
it	is	generally	best	to	think	about	how	the	chromatic	note	relates	to	nearby	diatonic	notes.	For	instance,	in	measures	1–2	of	melody	19.1	it	is	helpful	to	hear	the	F	♯	and	A	♭	as	double	neighbors	around	G,	comparable	to	the	double	neighbors	around	E	♭	one	measure	earlier.	19.1	330	19.2	19.3	331	19.4	19.5	19.6	332	19.7	19.8	19.9	333	19.10	19.11
19.12	334	19.13	19.14	335	19.15	19.16	336	19.17	19.18	337	19.19	Section	2.	The	Neapolitan	sixth.	The	distinctive	chromatic	melody	tone	♭	ˆ	2	usually	implies	the	use	of	a	major	triad	whose	root	lies	a	minor	second	above	the	tonic	(in	C	major	or	C	minor,	D	♭	-F-A	♭).	In	harmonic	study,	this	chord	is	commonly	known	as	the	Neapolitan	triad	(the	origin
of	the	name	is	unknown)	and	may	be	represented	by	the	symbol	“♭	II”	or	“N.”	The	chord	is	typically	found	in	first	inversion	(♭	II6	or	N6)	and	leads	to	the	dominant,	either	directly,	through	a	6	cadential	4	chord,	or	through	vii°7/V.	In	melodic	writing,	examples	of	the	Neapolitan	triad	as	three	successive	tones	are	not	common.	Nevertheless,	example
19.20	shows	the	complete	triad	in	both	ascending	and	descending	form;	see	also	example	19.29.	It	is	more	common	in	melodic	writing	to	use	only	the	most	characteristic	tone,	♭	ˆ	2,	or	to	use	two	tones,	one	of	which	is	♭	ˆ	2.	In	such	cases,	it	is	usually	the	harmonic	context	that	identifies	the	triad’s	presence.	In	the	second	phrase	of	example	ˆ	(C	♮	–A	♯,	a
diminished	third)	indi19.21,	the	downward	movement	of	♭	ˆ	2	to	♯	7	6	cates	the	probable	harmony	as	♭	II	resolving	to	V.	Similarly,	in	example	19.26,	measure	7,	the	interval	E	♭	–C	♯	suggests	a	progression	from	the	Neapolitan	to	the	dominant	in	D	major.	The	preceding	F	♮	indicates	a	secondary	dominant	tonicizing	the	Neapolitan	triad	(B	♭	D	F→E	♭	G	B
♭	→A	C	♯	E).	19.20	338	19.21	19.22	19.23	339	19.24	19.25	19.26	340	19.27	19.28	19.29	19.30	341	19.31	19.32	19.33	342	19.34	19.35	343	19.36	19.37	Section	3.	Remote	modulation.	A	modulation	to	any	key	other	than	a	closely	related	key	is	known	as	a	remote	(or	foreign,	or	distant)	modulation.	19.38	344	19.39	345	19.40	19.41	346	19.42	19.43	19.44
347	19.45	19.46	348	19.47	349	19.48	19.49	350	19.50	19.51	351	19.52	Section	4.	Structured	improvisation.	➤➤	Improvise	a	consequent	phrase	to	answer	the	antecedent	phrase	provided	below.	Maintain	a	similar	rhythmic	profile,	and	try	to	incorporate	several	chromatic	notes—particularly	those	borrowed	from	the	parallel	minor	key.	19.53	➤➤
Elaborating	the	harmonic	framework	indicated	below,	improvise	two	four-measure	phrases	with	an	antecedent-consequent	relationship.	19.54	352	➤➤	Improvise	a	modulating	melody	following	the	harmonic	outline	provided	below.	At	first,	you	may	want	to	restrict	yourself	to	simple	arpeggiations	around	the	key	change.	Once	the	progression	becomes
more	familiar,	you	will	be	able	to	elaborate	all	of	the	chords	more	consistently.	19.55	353	20	MELODY	The	Diatonic	Modes	The	term	mode	refers	to	the	arrangement	of	whole	steps	and	half	steps	(or	sometimes	other	intervals)	to	form	a	scale.	In	contrast	to	the	present	common	use	of	major	and	minor	modes,	pre-seventeenth-century	music	was	largely
based	on	a	system	of	six	modes.	These	modes	are	also	very	common	in	folk	music	of	the	Western	world.	They	were	virtually	neglected	by	composers	of	the	seventeenth,	eighteenth,	and	nineteenth	centuries,	but	have	again	found	favor	in	the	twentieth	and	twenty-first	centuries	with	composers	of	both	serious	and	popular	music.	The	modes	used	in	this
chapter	are	those	known	variously	as	the	diatonic	modes,	the	church	modes,	the	ecclesiastical	modes,	or	the	medieval	modes.	Mode	Ionian	Dorian	White-note	scale	on	keyboard	1	C	D	Phrygian	E	Lydian	F	Mixolydian	G	Aeolian	A	Characteristic	Same	as	major	Similar	to	natural	minor	but	with	a	raised	sixth	scale	step	Similar	to	natural	minor	with	a
lowered	second	scale	step	Similar	to	major	with	a	raised	fourth	scale	step	Similar	to	major	with	a	lowered	seventh	scale	step	Same	as	natural	(pure)	minor	1	The	mode	on	B,	sometimes	called	Locrian,	was	not	useful	because	of	the	interval	of	a	tritone	between	tonic	and	dominant.	354	As	an	example,	the	Dorian	mode	can	be	realized	by	playing	on	the
piano	an	ascending	scale	consisting	of	white	keys	only,	starting	on	D.	This	results	in	a	scale	whose	pattern	of	whole	steps	and	half	steps	differs	from	the	patterns	of	the	well-known	major	and	minor	scales.	This	Dorian	scale	sounds	somewhat	like	a	minor	scale	but	differs	from	D	minor	in	that	the	sixth	scale	step	is	B	♮	rather	than	B	♭.	The	Dorian	mode
on	D,	therefore,	has	a	signature	of	no	sharps	and	no	flats,	although	it	is	often	found	with	a	signature	of	one	flat	(D	minor),	with	B	♮	indicated	throughout	the	composition.	Modes	can	be	transposed	to	begin	on	any	pitch	or	letter	name.	To	transpose	the	Dorian	mode	to	G,	as	in	melody	20.6,	note	that	the	minor	mode	on	G	has	two	flats;	raising	the	sixth
scale	step	cancels	the	E	♭,	leaving	one	flat	(B	♭)	in	the	scale.	Usually	the	key	signature	uses	those	sharps	or	flats	needed	for	its	scale.	In	melody	20.20,	the	mode	is	Dorian	on	E;	the	key	signature	is	two	sharps,	accommodating	the	C	♯	found	in	this	scale—E	F	♯	G	A	B	C	♯	D	E.	The	signature	of	the	parallel	major	or	minor	key	may	also	be	used.	In	melody
20.21,	the	mode	is	Mixolydian	on	A	♭.	The	key	signature	is	four	flats,	that	of	a	major	key	on	A	♭.	In	the	melody,	a	flat	is	added	before	each	G(7ˆ)—A	♭	B	♭	C	D	♭	E	♭	F	G	♭	A	♭.	A	modal	melody	can	be	found	with	one	or	more	scale	steps	not	used,	making	positive	identification	of	the	mode	impossible.	A	melody	with	the	tonic	note	D,	using	the	pitches	D	E	F
G	A–C	D,	could	be	Dorian	with	B	missing	or	transposed	Aeolian	with	B	♭	missing	(see	melody	20.7).	Section	1.	Folk	music.	20.1	20.2	355	20.3	20.4	20.5	20.6	356	20.7	20.8	20.9	357	20.10	20.11	20.12	358	20.13	20.14	20.15	359	ˆ	is	raised	when	progressing	directly	or	indirectly	to	In	number	20.16,	7	the	tonic	note.	20.16	20.17	20.18	360	20.19	20.20
361	20.21	20.22	20.23	20.24	362	Section	2.	Composed	music.	In	pre-seventeenth-century	composed	music,	notes	were	sometimes	altered	by	means	of	a	device	known	as	musica	ficta	(“feigned	music”).	Although	the	accidentals	were	not	actually	written,	performers	recognized	that	certain	chromatic	inflections	were	implied	by	the	composer	(either	for
aesthetic	or	practical	reasons,	such	as	avoiding	augmented	or	diminished	intervals).	One	particularly	common	example	occurs	at	cadences:	if	7ˆ	falls	a	whole	step	below	ˆ	1,	it	is	frequently	raised	a	half	step	(comparable	to	the	later	practice	of	raising	7ˆ	in	minor	keys).	In	modern	editions,	an	accidental	is	written	above	the	note	that	was	probably
intended	to	be	altered.	Applying	musica	ficta	affects	the	music’s	performance,	but	the	mode	is	considered	unchanged,	as	shown	below.	20.25	20.26	363	20.27	20.28	20.29	364	20.30	20.31	365	20.32	20.33	20.34	366	20.35	20.36	367	20.37	368	20.38	20.39	369	20.40	*	This	melody	was	used	by	Ralph	Vaughan	Williams	in	his	Fantasia	on	a	Theme	of
Thomas	Tallis.	370	Section	3.	Structured	improvisation.	➤➤	Using	entirely	stepwise	motion,	follow	the	suggested	rhythm	to	create	a	G	Dorian	melody.	Plan	ahead	so	that	you	will	end	on	G.	(Note:	You	may	wish	to	repeat	this	exercise	in	different	modes.)	20.41	➤➤	Complete	the	partial	melody	below,	including	a	balanced	mixture	of	stepwise	motion	and
leaps.	A	rhythm	has	been	suggested.	Be	careful	not	to	stray	from	the	Mixolydian	mode.	20.42	➤➤	Improvise	a	consequent	phrase	to	answer	the	antecedent	phrase	provided	below.	Be	careful	to	maintain	the	Aeolian	mode,	and	focus	on	approaching	the	final	D	in	a	properly	cadential	manner.	20.43	371	21	RHYTHM	AND	MELODY	The	Twentieth	and
Twenty-First	Centuries	Presented	in	this	chapter	is	a	short	introductory	study	of	rhythmic	and	melodic	writing	in	the	twentieth	century.	During	that	time	and	into	the	twenty-first	century,	most	composers	of	“serious	music”	have	turned	away	from	the	precepts	and	methods	of	the	preceding	300	years	(Bach	through	Wagner),	and	instead	have	explored
many	new	ways	of	expressing	themselves	in	melody,	harmony,	and	rhythm.	The	result	has	been	a	large	catalogue	of	varying	compositional	styles,	in	contrast	to	the	single	“common	practice”	style	featured	in	earlier	chapters.	The	music	examples	that	follow	illustrate	some	of	the	new	concepts	that	many	such	composers	have	developed	in	order	to
achieve	basic	characteristics	differing	from	those	of	earlier	periods.	Section	1.	Meter	and	rhythm.	Rhythmic	reading.	Meter	in	music	is	no	longer	bound	to	a	system	of	regular	recurring	accents	and	an	equal	number	of	beats	in	each	measure.	As	an	example,	changing	meters	and	less	common	meter	signatures,	similar	to	those	seen	in	Chapter	17,	are
widely	used.	In	any	meter,	bar	lines	no	longer	necessarily	imply	regularly	recurring	strong	and	weak	beats,	nor	do	meter	signatures	necessarily	indicate	the	location	of	primary	accents.	Rhythmic	patterns	can	be	indicated	by	beaming	of	note	values,	phrase	marks,	and	other	notational	devices.	Bar	lines,	then,	often	function	simply	as	a	guide	to	the	eye.
372	The	rhythmic	reading	examples	in	this	chapter	illustrate	some	of	the	rhythmic	and	metrical	practices	that	arose	in	the	twentieth	century	and	are	not	typical	of	common-practice	music.	21.1	21.2	21.3	21.4	21.5	373	21.6	21.7	21.8	21.9	374	21.10	21.11	Section	2.	Extensions	of	the	traditional	tonal	system.	Tonality	did	not	by	any	means	disappear	at
the	end	of	the	nineteenth	century.	However,	many	composers	began	to	use	traditional	tonal	features	more	flexibly.	For	instance,	some	music	employs	familiar	diatonic	collections	without	projecting	a	functional	harmonic	progression	in	the	background	(21.13),	while	other	music	provides	fleeting	glimpses	of	conventional	harmony	in	the	context	of	a
rapidly	shifting	tonal	center	(21.18).	Sometimes	the	melody	seems	to	obscure	the	underlying	harmony	(21.22),	suggesting	a	kind	of	hazy	tonality	where	we	can	only	barely	recognize	customary	elements	through	the	blurred	sonic	image.	To	sight	sing	these	melodies,	first	scan	them	for	passages	where	the	diatonic	collection	and/or	the	underlying
harmony	is	clear.	During	these	sections,	it	is	appropriate	to	apply	the	solmization	system	you	prefer	for	more	traditional	tonal	music.	When	the	collection	or	tonal	center	changes	suddenly,	focus	on	rapidly	shifting	the	syllables.	(This	procedure	will	be	familiar	from	navigating	modulations	in	previous	chapters.)	When	you	encounter	more	ambiguous
segments,	employ	a	tonally	neutral	strategy	such	as	intervals	or	letter	names.	375	21.12	©	Copyright	1942	by	Hawkes	&	Son	(London)	Ltd/Boosey	&	Hawkes,	Inc.	Reprinted	by	Permission.	21.13	©	Copyright	1951	by	the	Aaron	Copland	Fund	for	Music,	Inc.	Copyright	renewed.	Boosey	&	Hawkes,	Inc.,	Sole	Licensee.	Reprinted	by	Permission.	376
21.14	©	Copyright	1970	by	Boosey	&	Hawkes,	Inc.	Reprinted	by	Permission.	21.15	©	Copyright	1929	by	Boosey	&	Hawkes,	Inc.	Copyright	Renewed.	Reprinted	by	Permission.	377	21.16	©	Copyright	1945	by	Boosey	&	Hawkes	Music	Publishers	Ltd.	Reprinted	by	Permission.	21.17	David	Gompper,	composer.	Used	by	permission.	378	21.18	Kern,
Jerome	Wodehouse,	P.	G.	New	York	1917.	T.	B.	Harms	&	Francis,	Day	&	Hunter.	21.19	©	Copyright	1985	by	Boosey	&	Hawkes,	Inc.	Reprinted	by	Permission.	21.20	David	Gompper,	composer.	Used	by	permission.	379	21.21	21.22	380	21.23	21.24	21.25	Jonathan	Bailey	Holland,	composer.	Berklee	College	of	Music,	Vermont	College	of	Fine	Arts.	Used
by	permission.	381	21.26	©	Copyright	1972	by	Boosey	&	Hawkes,	Inc.	Reprinted	by	Permission.	21.27	©	Copyright	1960	by	Hawkes	&	Son	(London)	Ltd.	Reprinted	by	Permission.	21.28	382	©	1923,	Schott	and	Co.,	Ltd.	Used	by	permission	of	Associated	Music	Publishers,	Inc.,	agents	for	the	United	States	of	America.	21.29	©	Copyright	1923	by
Hawkes	&	Son	(London)	Ltd.	Reprinted	by	Permission.	383	21.30	©	Copyright	1908,	1909	by	Adolph	Furstner.	U.S.	Copyright	Renewed.	Copyright	Assigned	1943	to	Hawkes	&	Son	(London)	Ltd.	(A	Boosey	&	Hawkes	Company)	For	The	World	Excluding	Germany,	Italy,	Portugal	And	The	Former	Territories	Of	The	U.S.S.R	(Excluding	Estonia,	Latvia,
And	Lithuania).	Reprinted	by	Permission.	21.31	©	Copyright	by	Amberson	Holdings	LLC.	Copyright	Renewed.	Leonard	Bernstein	Music	Publishing	Company	LLC,	Publisher.	International	Copyright	Secured.	Reprinted	by	Permission.	384	21.32	©	Schott	Musik	International,	mains	1934.	Copyright	renewed.	All	rights	reserved.	Used	by	permission	of
European	American	Distributors	LLC,	sole	U.S.	and	Canadian	agent	for	Schott	Musik	International.	21.33	©	Copyright	2009	G.	Schirmer,	Inc.	and	Associated	Music	Publishers,	Inc.	Reprinted	by	permission	from	G.	Schirmer,	Inc.	385	21.34	©	Copyright	1941	by	Hawkes	&	Son	(London)	Ltd.	Reprinted	by	Permission.	21.35	©	Copyright	1947	by	PWM
Edition,	Krakow.	Copyright	Renewed	1975	by	PWM	Edition.	Transferred	to	Chester	Music	Limited.	©	Copyright	1990	Chester	Music	Limited	for	the	World.	International	copyright	secured.	All	rights	reserved.	Reprinted	by	permission.	Editions	Salabert	for	the	U.S.	and	Canada.	21.36	386	21.37	©	Copyright	1947	by	PWM	Edition,	Krakow.	Copyright
Renewed	1975	by	PWM	Edition.	Transferred	to	Chester	Music	Limited.	©	Copyright	1990	Chester	Music	Limited	for	the	World.	International	copyright	secured.	All	rights	reserved.	Reprinted	by	permission.	Reprinted	by	permission	from	G.	Schirmer,	Inc.	Section	3.	Symmetrical	collections;	the	whole-tone	and	octatonic	scales.	A	substantial	number	of
post-tonal	compositions	use	special	collections	that	are	often	described	as	modes	of	limited	transposition	or	transpositionally	symmetrical	scales.	These	scales	are	constructed	using	a	repeating	interval	pattern	(such	as	M2–M2–M2–M2–M2	or	M2–m2–M2–m2–M2–m2–M2–	m2,	as	seen	below);	consequently,	they	produce	an	equivalent	collection	when
transposed	by	some	intervals	(unlike	the	diatonic	scale,	which	has	twelve	distinct	transpositions).	Two	of	the	most	important	examples	are	shown	here.	whole-tone	scale	(two	transpositions)	octatonic	scale	(three	transpositions)	387	Just	as	identifying	diatonic	segments	facilitates	rapid	and	accurate	sight	singing	of	tonal	and	quasi-tonal	literature,
recognizing	whole-tone	and	octatonic	passages	can	lead	to	superior	sight	singing	of	certain	post-tonal	literature.	To	take	advantage	of	this	knowledge,	however,	a	musician	must	first	be	able	to	sing	the	scales	fluently.	The	melodies	in	this	section	include	at	least	one	passage	based	on	a	mode	of	limited	transposition.	Before	you	begin	sight	singing,	scan
the	melodies	for	passages	involving	a	familiar	collection	(whole	tone,	octatonic,	or	diatonic).	Actively	concentrating	on	the	distinctive	sound	and	characteristic	intervals	of	each	scale	will	help	to	keep	you	oriented	during	these	portions	of	the	melody.	21.38	21.39	21.40	21.41	388	21.42	©	Copyright	1940	by	Hawkes	&	Son	(London)	Ltd.	Definitive
corrected	edition	©	Copyright	1987	by	Hawkes	&	Son	(London)	Ltd.	Reprinted	by	Permission.	21.43	21.44	389	21.45	21.46	Jonathan	Bailey	Holland,	composer.	Berklee	College	of	Music,	Vermont	College	of	Fine	Arts.	Used	by	permission.	21.47	21.48	390	©	Copyright	1954	Polski	Wydawnictwo	Muzyczne,	PWM	Edition,	Krakow.	Copyright	renewed
1982	by	Polskie	Wydawnictwo	Muzyczne.	PWM	Edition,	Krakow.	International	copyright	secured	All	rights	reserved.	Reprinted	by	permission	from	G.	Schirmer,	Inc.	21.49	©	Copyright	1924	by	Hawkes	&	Son	(London)	Ltd.	Revised	Version:	©	Copyright	1952	by	Hawkes	&	Son	(London)	Ltd.	U.S.	Copyright	Renewed.	Reprinted	by	Permission.	21.50
391	21.51	David	Gompper,	Composer.	Used	by	permission.	21.52	21.53	Jonathan	Bailey	Holland,	composer.	Berklee	College	of	Music,	Vermont	College	of	Fine	Arts.	Used	by	permission.	392	21.54	Composed	by	Neil	Anderson-Himmelspach.	Used	by	permission.	21.55	Composed	by	Clifton	Callender.	Used	by	permission.	Section	4.	Freely	post-tonal
melodies;	twelve-tone	melodies.	The	melodies	in	this	section	are	freely	chromatic,	not	oriented	around	conventional	harmonic	progressions	or	widely	recognized	scales	(other	than	the	chromatic	scale).	Sight	singing	them	requires	a	flexible	strategy:	scan	a	melody	for	short	segments	that	form	a	subset	of	a	familiar	collection,	repeat	a	prominent
motive,	emphasize	a	specific	interval,	and	so	on.	In	order	to	take	full	advantage	of	your	many	skills,	you	may	need	to	change	your	focus	judiciously	from	moment	to	moment	in	response	to	the	changing	context.	21.56	Composed	by	Clifton	Callender.	Used	by	permission.	393	21.57	Alban	Berg	“Lyric	Suite”	©	Copyright	1999	by	UE	Publishing
Musikverlags	GmbH/	UE	70017	21.58	Copyright	1979	by	Subito	Music	Corp.	All	rights	reserved.	Reprinted	by	permission.	21.59	394	©	Sugar	Music	S.P.A.	Edizioni	Suvini	Zerboni,	Italy	21.60	Used	by	permission	of	Belmont	Music	Publishers	21.61	From	Webern,	6	Lieder,	Op.	14.	UE	7578.	Copyright	1924	by	Universal	Edition	A.	G.	Copyright	used
with	kind	permission	by	Universal	Edition	A.	G.	Wein.	395	21.62	Used	by	permission	of	Belmont	Music	Publishers.	21.63	©	Copyright	1912,	1921	by	Hawkes	&	Son	(London)	Ltd.	Reprinted	by	Permission.	Twelve-tone	(or	dodecaphonic)	music	derives	its	material	from	a	twelvetone	row	(or	series),	which	is	an	ordering	of	all	twelve	distinct	pitch
classes.1	Composers	typically	transform	the	original	row	using	a	variety	of	operations,	including	transposition,	inversion,	and	retrograde.2	If	you	examine	the	next	several	melodies,	you	will	find	that	each	one	begins	with	a	presentation	of	the	complete	chromatic	collection.	Melody	21.64	contains	only	one	statement	of	the	row,	but	in	melodies	21.65,
21.66,	and	21.67	you	should	be	able	to	determine	a	specific	relationship	between	the	different	row	forms.	1	The	designation	serial	music	is	more	general,	referring	to	compositions	based	on	an	ordered	series	of	any	length.	Although	the	ordering	usually	affects	pitch,	it	could	also	involve	durations,	dynamics,	orchestration,	or	any	other	musical
parameter.	2	Inversion	and	retrograde	may	be	informally	described	as	“upside	down”	and	“backwards,”	respectively.	396	Notice	that	composers	sometimes	repeat	notes	within	a	row,	and	appearances	of	the	row	do	not	necessarily	correspond	with	musical	phrases.	Can	you	guess	the	next	few	notes	that	follow	the	excerpt	in	melody	21.67?	21.64	©
Copyright	1964	by	Boosey	&	Hawkes	Music	Publishers	Ltd.	Reprinted	by	Permission.	21.65	Alan	Theisen,	composer.	Used	by	permission.	21.66	©	Copyright	1956	by	Hawkes	&	Son	(London)	Ltd.	US	Copyright	Renewed.	Reprinted	by	Permission	of	Boosey	&	Hawkes,	Inc.	397	21.67	©	Copyright	by	Amberson	Holdings	LLC.	Copyright	Renewed.
Leonard	Bernstein	Music	Publishing	Company	LLC,	Publisher.	International	Copyright	Secured.	“The	pennycandystore	beyond	the	El.”	From	A	CONEY	ISLAND	OF	THE	MIND	by	Lawrence	Ferlinghetti	Copyright	©	1958	by	Lawrence	Ferlinghetti.	By	permission	New	Directions	Publishing	Corporation.	Reprinted	by	Permission.	Section	5.	Duets.	21.68
21.69	398	©	Copyright	1966	by	Boosey	&	Hawkes,	Inc.	(Libretto).	©	Copyright	1967	by	Boosey	&	Hawkes,	Inc.	(Music).	Reprinted	by	Permission.	21.70	©	Copyright	1940	by	Hawkes	&	Son	(London)	Ltd.	Definitive	corrected	edition	©	Copyright	1987	by	Hawkes	&	Son	(London)	Ltd.	Reprinted	by	Permission.	399	21.71	©	Copyright	1951	by	Hawkes	&
Son	(London)	Ltd.	Reprinted	by	Permission.	400	21.72	©	Copyright	1940	by	Hawkes	&	Son	(London)	Ltd.	Definitive	corrected	edition	©	Copyright	1987	by	Hawkes	&	Son	(London)	Ltd.	Reprinted	by	Permission.	21.73	Reprinted	by	permission	from	Dr.	Glenn	Caluda.	All	rights	reserved.	401	21.74	©	Copyright	1947	by	PWM	Edition,	Krakow.	Copyright
renewed	1975	by	PWM	Edition.	Transferred	to	Chester	Music	Limited.	©	1990	Chester	Music	Limited	for	the	World.	International	copyright	secured.	All	rights	reserved.	Reprinted	by	permission	from	G.	Schirmer,	Inc.	21.75	402	Reprinted	by	permission	of	Joe	M.	Ellis	DDS	PLLC,	Houston,	TX.	21.76	Copyright	1978	by	William	P.	Latham.	Used	by
permission	from	the	Latham	Family.	403	21.77	©	Copyright	1929	by	Boosey	&	Hawkes,	Inc.	Copyright	Renewed.	Reprinted	by	Permission.	Section	6.	Structured	improvisation.	➤➤	The	written	portion	of	melody	21.78	revolves	around	one	of	the	whole-tone	collections.	Complete	it	using	only	notes	from	the	other	wholetone	collection.	Try	to	include	at
least	one	leap.	21.78	404	➤➤	Continue	the	phrase,	repeating	the	rhythmic	pattern	from	measure	1	in	measures	2	and	3.	(You	will	probably	want	to	change	the	rhythmic	pattern	in	measure	4	to	create	a	cadential	effect.)	In	part	a,	restrict	yourself	to	notes	from	the	established	whole-tone	collection;	in	part	b,	maintain	the	octatonic	collection.	21.79	➤➤
Improvise	a	phrase	using	only	two	intervals:	the	minor	second	and	the	major	third.	(Note:	you	may	wish	to	repeat	this	exercise	using	other	intervals.)	An	opening	measure	has	been	suggested.	21.80	405	APPENDIX	A:	RHYTHM	SOLMIZATION	There	are	innumerable	rhythm	solmization	systems,	but,	despite	their	differences,	most	of	them	fall	into	four
general	categories:		r	syllables	emphasizing	serial	order	r	syllables	conveying	metrical	hierarchy	r	syllables	reflecting	duration	r	familiar	words	associated	with	specific	rhythmic	patterns	Many	systems	emphasize	serial	order—that	is,	where	subdivisions	fall	within	each	beat	and/or	where	beats	fall	within	each	measure.	North	American
instrumentalists	are	often	taught	to	count	an	entire	measure	of	sixteenth	notes	in	24	as	one-ee-and-ah,	two-ee-and-ah	(often	represented	in	print	as	1-e-&-a	2-e-&-a).	Someone	using	the	Takadimi	system	(developed	by	Richard	Hoffman,	William	Pelto,	and	John	W.	White)	would	perform	the	same	rhythm	as	tah-kah-dee-mee,	tah-kah-dee-mee	(written	ta-
ka-di-mi);	notice	that	although	subdivisions	of	beats	are	serialized	in	Takadimi,	the	beats	themselves	are	not	(i.e.,	all	beats	start	with	ta).	Musicians	who	learn	1-e-&-a	for	simple	meters	unfortunately	are	rarely	taught	to	reflect	the	primary	beat	in	compound	meters;	they	tend	to	perform	six	eighth	notes	in	86	as	one-twothree-four-five-six,	for	example.
Some	count	eighth	notes	in	68	as	one-and-ah,	two-and-ah,	but	these	same	syllables	unfortunately	represent	a	significantly	different	rhythm	in	simple	meters	and	can	therefore	lead	to	misunderstandings.	Others	borrow	Allen	I.	McHose	and	Ruth	N.	Tibbs’s	preferable	compound	meter	syllables,	performing	the	same	rhythm	as	one-lah-lee,	twolah-lee	(1-
la-li	2-la-li),	appropriately	communicating	two	beats	per	measure.	Takadimi	practitioners	are	invariably	taught	to	express	the	primary	beat	406	divisions	in	compound	meters	as	tah-kee-dah,	tah-kee-dah	(ta-ki-da),	which	also	communicates	two	beats	per	measure.	A	popular	system	conveying	metrical	hierarchy	was	developed	by	Edwin	Gordon.
Someone	using	this	method	will	perform	a	note	falling	on	any	beat	as	doo	(written	du),	while	any	notes	that	fall	on	the	primary	division	of	the	beat	are	pronounced	day	(written	de)	in	simple	meters	and	dah	dee	(written	da	di)	in	compound	meters.	Notes	on	the	weaker	subdivision	of	the	beat	(e.g.,	the	second	and	fourth	sixteenth	notes	in	24	or	the
second,	fourth,	and	sixth	sixteenth	notes	in	68)	are	all	pronounced	ta.	Thus,	Gordoninspired	systems	will	use	the	same	syllable	to	represent	notes	initiated	on	equally	strong	(or	weak)	portions	of	the	beat,	regardless	of	precisely	where	they	fall	within	the	measure.	Notice	the	contrast	with	the	Takadimi	system,	which	provides	a	unique	syllable	to	each
subdivision	within	any	given	beat.	All	of	the	systems	mentioned	thus	far	convey	a	note’s	starting	point	but	not	how	long	it	lasts	or	how	it	is	notated.	For	instance,	two	quarter	notes	in	24	,	two	dotted	quarter	notes	in	68	,	and	two	half	notes	in	22	will	all	be	performed	the	same	way.	A	note	of	any	length	(half	note,	quarter	note,	eighth	note,	etc.)	that	falls
on	the	downbeat	will	be	performed	the	same	way;	however,	that	same	note	will	be	performed	differently	if	it	initiated	off	the	beat	(e.g.,	between	the	first	and	second	beats	of	the	measure).	Some	musicians	prefer	to	use	a	very	different	solmization	system	that	emphasizes	a	note’s	length	rather	than	its	onset	relative	to	the	underlying	meter.	Perhaps	the
best-known	approach	reflecting	duration	is	attributed	to	Zoltán	Kodály	(who	adapted	an	existing	system	developed	by	Émile-Joseph	Chevé).	Although	the	specific	syllables	used	vary	slightly,	the	guiding	principle	is	that	notes	that	look	the	same	generally	receive	the	same	syllable.	For	instance,	a	half	note	is	pronounced	too,	a	quarter	note	is
pronounced	tah	(written	ta),	and	eighth	notes	are	pronounced	tee	(ti)—and	this	is	true	whether	the	meter	signature	is	43	or	22	or	68	,	and	regardless	of	where	the	note	falls	relative	to	the	beat.	In	other	words,	duration-based	systems	reflect	a	note’s	appearance	rather	than	its	value	in	context	(i.e.,	whether	it	represents	a	whole	beat	or	a	fraction	of	a
beat,	and	whether	it	falls	in	a	metrically	strong	or	weak	location).	Some	North	Americans	use	an	equivalent	system	that	modifies	our	standard	names	for	note	values:	for	instance,	a	half	note	is	half,	a	quarter	note	is	quart,	and	an	eighth	note	is	eighth	(or	simply	eight,	because	it	is	easier	to	say	quickly);	dotted	notes	may	be	conveyed	by	adding	the
syllable	dot,	although	this	will	affect	the	rhythmic	performance.	For	ease	of	pronunciation,	duration-based	systems	often	use	pairs	of	syllables	for	short	notes;	for	instance,	four	sixteenth	notes	might	be	performed	ti-kati-ka,	ti-ri-ti-ri,	or	six-teen-six-teen.	Rhythmic	speech	cues	are	by	their	very	nature	idiosyncratic	and	tend	to	have	some	built-in
amusement	value,	but	they	can	also	be	extremely	effective	and	have	been	favored	by	some	prominent	music	educators,	most	notably	Carl	Orff.	Specific	words	are	carefully	chosen	not	only	for	their	syllable	count	but	also	for	their	accentuation	and	characteristic	rhythm	in	natural	speech.	For	instance,	watermelon	might	convey	four	sixteenth	notes	in
42,	whereas	penny	might	suggest	a	sixteenth	note	followed	by	a	dotted	eighth	note.	407	For	the	sake	of	comparison	and	further	clarification,	two	sample	rhythms	(one	in	simple	meter	and	one	in	compound	meter)	are	shown	below	with	a	variety	of	solmization	systems.	It	is	possible	to	combine	aspects	of	different	systems;	for	instance,	one	could	easily
say	beat	numbers	rather	than	du	in	the	Gordon	system.	Also,	speech	cues	are	often	employed	strategically	to	learn	especially	challenging	rhythms,	and	they	need	not	be	maintained	once	a	new	pattern	is	mastered.	Even	musicians	who	ordinarily	prefer	a	more	systematic	method	often	suggest	performing	quintuplets	as	hippopotamus	or	university.	So
many	rhythmic	solmization	systems	exist	that	it	is	impossible	to	include	them	all	in	this	appendix;	furthermore,	the	systems	represented	have	numerous	minor	variations.	You	may	use	an	effective	system	that	does	not	appear	above.	The	important	thing	is	to	adopt	an	approach	that	helps	you	to	understand	and	master	new	rhythms	and	enables	you	to
perform	them	comfortably	at	a	brisk	tempo.	408	APPENDIX	B:	PITCH	SOLMIZATION	Different	pitch	solmization	systems	are	categorized	primarily	by	two	independent	features:	whether	a	note	receives	the	same	name	regardless	of	the	music’s	key,	and	whether	a	note	receives	the	same	name	regardless	of	whether	it	is	preceded	by	an	accidental.	The
former	distinguishes	fixed	systems	from	movable	systems;	the	latter	distinguishes	inflected	systems	from	uninflected	systems.	MOVABLE	SYSTEMS	Movable	systems	promote	relative	pitch,	fostering	a	general	sense	of	tonal	function	and	facilitating	transposition	skills.	Movable-do	solfège	with	dobased	minor	and	scale-degree	numbers	are	best	suited
to	common-practice	tonal	music,	while	movable-do	solfège	with	la-based	minor	is	arguably	more	appropriate	for	modal	music	and	some	folk	music.	1.	Movable-do	solfège	with	do-based	minor.	The	tonic	of	any	key	is	called	do	(pronounced	doe).	In	a	major	key,	the	remaining	notes	of	the	ascending	scale	are	re	(pronounced	ray),	mi	(pronounced	mee),	fa,
sol	(pronounced	so),	la,	and	ti	(pronounced	tee).	Movable-do	practitioners	almost	invariably	convey	chromatic	inflection:	the	vowel	for	any	raised	note	is	changed	to	i	(pronounced	ee),	and	the	vowel	for	most	lowered	notes	is	changed	to	e	(pronounced	ay),	with	the	exception	of	re,	which	must	be	lowered	to	ra.1	Thus,	the	ascending	natural	minor	scale
in	this	system	is	do	re	me	fa	sol	le	te	do,	emphasizing	the	consistent	1	Although	e	is	generally	pronounced	ay,	some	instructors	advocate	the	vowel	sound	eh	(e.g.,	reh	rather	than	ray	for	the	second	scale	degree)	to	facilitate	good	intonation	on	sustained	notes.	409	function	of	scale	degrees	(such	as	the	tonic)	that	are	shared	with	the	parallel	major
scale.	2.	Movable-do	solfège	with	la-based	minor.	This	approach	may	be	understood	as	privileging	the	connection	between	relative	keys	(such	as	C	major	and	A	minor)	rather	than	parallel	keys	(such	as	C	major	and	C	minor).	Although	major	keys	are	oriented	around	the	tonic	do,	minor	keys	use	la	for	the	tonic.	The	ascending	natural	minor	scale	in	this
system	is	performed	la	ti	do	re	mi	fa	sol	la;	using	the	inflections	described	above,	the	ascending	melodic	minor	scale	would	be	performed	la	ti	do	re	mi	fi	si	la.	Musicians	who	regularly	perform	modal	music	often	prefer	this	system,	using	solfège	to	help	orient	the	naturally	occurring	half	steps	(mi-fa	and	ti-do).	Notice	that,	in	this	approach,	solmization
is	not	intended	to	reflect	any	kind	of	tonal	hierarchy:	do	is	not	necessarily	the	“home”	note.	(Music	in	the	Dorian	mode	will	likely	end	on	re,	for	instance.)	3.	Scale-degree	numbers.	In	this	system,	notes	in	any	major	or	minor	key	are	named	by	their	scale-degree	numbers;	any	ascending	major	or	minor	scale	is	ˆ	7ˆ	ˆ1	(some	people	prefer	to	end	with	ˆ8,
which	is	also	pertherefore	ˆ	1ˆ	2ˆ	3	4ˆ	ˆ	56	fectly	acceptable).	The	caret	means	“scale	degree,”	and	although	ordinarily	ˆ2	would	be	read	aloud	as	scale-degree	two,	for	sight-singing	purposes	only	the	ˆ	is	almost	invariably	pernumber	itself	is	sung.	To	avoid	altering	rhythms,	7	formed	as	sev	(rather	than	seven).	Scale-degree	numbers	do	not	convey
mode	or	chromatic	inflection:	three	refers	to	the	third	scale	degree	in	both	major	and	ˆ	and	T7ˆ	as	sev.	However,	some	minor	keys,	and	most	people	identify	both	c7	musicians	who	prefer	an	inflected	system	invent	ways	to	express	chromatic	information	using	hand	signals	or	changes	in	pronunciation	(saying,	for	instance	shore	rather	than	sharp	four
for	♯	4ˆ	and	flee	rather	than	flat	three	for	♭	ˆ	3).	FIXED	SYSTEMS	Fixed	systems	promote	absolute	pitch	(informally	known	as	“perfect	pitch”)	and	may	lead	to	superior	clef	reading.	They	can	be	used	equally	well	for	tonal,	post-tonal,	and	modal	music.	1.	Letter	names.	North	American	musicians	are	quite	familiar	with	this	system,	since	we	normally
identify	notes	with	letters,	and	these	letter	names	do	not	vary	from	key	to	key.	For	instance,	middle	C	remains	C	whether	it	is	ˆ	1	in	C	major,	ˆ	5	in	F	major,	or	c6ˆ	in	E	♭	minor.	Unfortunately,	the	application	of	flats	and	sharps	also	adds	syllables	in	this	system	(e.g.,	F-sharp	rather	than	F	),	and	this	interferes	with	rhythm	when	sight	singing.	Some
musicians	avoid	this	by	treating	the	system	as	uninflected—referring,	for	instance,	to	D,	D	♯,	and	D	♭	simply	as	D.	To	convey	chromatic	inflections	monosyllabically,	others	employ	an	adaptation	of	the	German	system:	sharp	notes	start	with	their	associated	letter	followed	by	is	(pronounced	ees),	while	flat	notes	start	with	their	associated	letter	followed
by	es	(pronounced	ess).	Using	this	system,	for	instance,	G	♯	is	Gis	(pronounced	geese)	and	G	♭	is	Ges	(pronounced	guess).	The	exceptions	to	this	pattern	are	A	♯	(ace)	and	A	♭	(ice).	2.	Fixed-do	solfège.	Outside	of	North	America,	many	musicians	learn	to	identify	notes	with	fixed	solfège	labels	rather	than	letter	names:	the	note	that	North	Americans	call
C	is	do,	D	is	re,	and	so	on.	Like	letter	names,	fixed-do	solfège	does	not	vary	according	to	key,	so	do	does	not	necessarily	refer	to	the	tonic	note;	in	F	major,	for	example,	the	tonic	is	called	fa.	Although	most	fixed-do	practitioners	use	an	uninflected	system	(e.g.,	A,	A	♭,	and	A	♯	are	all	la),	chromatic	inflections	are	easily	conveyed	using	the	system
described	earlier	for	movable-do	solfège	(e.g.,	A	♭	is	le	and	A	♯	is	li).	410	SOLMIZATION	OF	THE	CHROMATIC	SCALE	An	ascending	and	descending	chromatic	scale	in	the	context	of	F	major	is	shown	below	with	the	corresponding	solmization	from	a	variety	of	systems.	SOLMIZATION	OF	A	MELODIC	FRAGMENT	For	the	sake	of	comparison	and
further	clarification,	a	brief	melodic	fragment	in	G	minor	is	shown	below	with	the	corresponding	solmization	from	a	variety	of	systems.	Recognizing	the	different	strengths	of	movable	and	fixed	solmization	systems,	some	instructors	prefer	to	adopt	one	of	each	(e.g.,	movable-do	solfège	and	inflected	letters).	411	APPENDIX	C:	MUSICAL	TERMS	Most
music	commonly	performed	at	the	present	time	contains	directions	for	performance,	particularly	in	reference	to	tempo	and	dynamics.	These	markings	were	first	added	to	music	scores	by	a	few	Italian	composers	in	the	seventeenth	century.	As	this	procedure	became	more	widespread,	directions	in	Italian	became	standard	in	all	languages.	In	the	late
nineteenth	century,	composers	began	using	terms	from	their	native	languages,	such	as	French,	German,	and	English,	though	the	older	Italian	terms	continued	to	be	commonly	used.	This	list	presents	a	selection	of	terms	frequently	encountered	in	music,	including	all	terms	found	in	Music	for	Sight	Singing.	The	language	is	Italian	unless	otherwise
indicated:	(F)	=	French,	(G)	=	German,	(L)	=	Latin.	a,	à	(F)	by	accelerando	getting	faster	Achtel	(G)	eighth	note	adagietto	slightly	faster	than	adagio	adagio	slow,	leisurely	ad	libitum	(L)	at	will	(abbr.	ad	lib)	affetto	emotion,	passion	affettuoso	very	expressively	affretti	hurried	agitato	agitated	agité	(F)	agitated	al	to	412	all’,	alla	to	the,	at	the,	in	the,	in
the	style	of	allant	(F)	stirring,	bustling	allargando	growing	broader,	slowing	down	with	fuller	tone	(abbr.	allarg.)	allegretto	moderately	fast;	slower	than	allegro	allegro	lively,	fast	all’ottava	perform	an	octave	higher	(when	above	the	notes);	perform	an	octave	lower	(when	below	the	notes)	all’unisono	in	unison	amoroso	amorous,	loving	andante
moderately	slow	andantino	slower	than	andante	animando	with	growing	animation	animato	animated	animé	(F)	animated	a	piacere	freely	appassionato	with	passion	ardito	bold	assai	very	assez	(F)	enough,	rather	a	tempo	return	to	the	original	tempo	after	a	change	attacca	begin	next	section	at	once	aussi	(F)	as	belebter	(G)	lively	ben	well	bewegt	(G)



moved	bien	(F)	well,	very	brio	vivacity,	spirit,	fire	brioso	with	fire,	spiritedly	capriccioso	capricious	calando	decreasing	calme	calm	cantabile	in	a	singing	style	coda	end	of	piece	col’,	coll’,	colla,	colle	with	comodo,	commodo	comfortable	tempo	con	with	coulé	(F)	smoothly	crescendo	increasing	in	volume	(abbr.	cresc.)	da	capo	from	the	beginning	(abbr.
D.C.)	dal	segno	from	the	sign	(abbr.	D.S.)	deciso	with	decision	declamato	in	declamatory	style	decrescendo	decreasing	in	volume	(abbr.	decresc.)	di	of,	from,	to	diminuendo	decreasing	in	volume	(abbr.	dim.)	dolce	soft	dolcissimo	sweetly	dolendo	doleful,	sad	dolore	pain,	grief	doppio	double	douce,	doux	(F)	soft,	sweet	e	and	einfach	(G)	simple,	plain
energico	energetic,	vigorous	ernst	(G)	earnest,	serious	erregeter	(G)	excited	espressivo	expressive	(abbr.	espress.)	et	(F)	and	etwas	(G)	somewhat	feierlich	(G)	solemn	ferocé	(F)	wild,	fierce	fine	end	flebile	tearful,	plaintive	fliessende	(G)	flowing	forte	loud	(abbr.	f)	forte-piano	loud,	then	immediately	soft	(abbr.	fp)	fortissimo	very	loud	(abbr.	ff)	forzando
with	force	(abbr.	fz)	frisch	(G)	glad,	joyous	frölich	(G)	glad,	joyous	fuoco	fire	gai	(F)	gay,	brisk	gaiment,	gayment	(F)	gaily,	briskly	gavotte	French	dance;	moderate	tempo,	quadruple	time	gesangvoll	(G)	in	a	singing	style	geschwind	(G)	swift,	rapid	giocoso	playful	giojoso	joyful,	mirthful	gioviale	jovial,	cheerful	giusto	correct	gracieusement	(F)	graciously
gracieux	(F)	gracious	grandioso	grand,	pompous	grave	slow,	ponderous	grazia	grace,	elegance	grazioso	graceful	gut	(G)	good,	well	gut	zu	declamiren	(G)	clearly	declaimed	heimlich	(G)	herzlich	(G)	mysterious	heartily,	affectionate	im	(G)	in	immer	(G)	always	innig	(G)	heartfelt,	fervent	Innigkeit	(G)	deep	emotion	istesso	same	istesso	tempo	same	tempo
(after	a	change	of	time	signature)	joyeux	(F)	joyous	413	klagend	(G)	mourning	kurz	(G)	short,	crisp	Ländler	Austrian	dance;	slow,	in	triple	time	langoureuse,	langoureux	(F)	langourous	langsam	(G)	slow	langsamer	(G)	slower	languido	languid	largamente	broadly	larghetto	not	as	slow	as	largo	larghissimo	very	slow	largo	slow	and	broad,	stately	lebhaft
(G)	lively,	animated	legato	smoothly	connected	leger	(F)	light	leggiero	light	(abbr.	legg.)	leicht	(G)	light	leise	(G)	soft	lent	(F)	slow	lentement	(F)	slowly	lenteur	(F)	slowness	lento	slow	liberamente	freely	lieblich	(G)	with	charm	l’istesso	tempo	same	as	istesso	tempo	lustig	(G)	merry,	lusty	ma	but	mächtig	(G)	powerful	mais	sourdement	agité	(F)	but
secretly	agitated	maestoso,	with	majesty	or	dignity	malinconico	in	a	melancholy	style	marcato	marked,	emphatic	marcia	march	marziale	martial	mässig	(G)	moderate	même	(F)	same	meno	less	mesto	sad	mezzo	half	(mezzo	forte,	mf;	mezzo	piano,	mp)	misterioso	mysteriously	mit	(G)	with	moderato	moderately	modéré(F)	moderate	modérément	(F)
moderately	molto	much,	very	morendo	dying	away	mosso	“moved”	(meno	mosso,	less	rapid;	più	mosso,	more	rapid)	414	moto	motion	munter	(G)	lively,	animated	mutig	(G)	spirited,	bold	nicht	(G)	not	niente	nothing	non	not	non	tanto	not	so	much	non	troppo	not	too	much	nobilimente	with	nobility	ossia	or	ottava	octave	parlando	singing	in	a	speaking
style	pas	(F)	not	pastorale	pastoral	pas	trop	lent	(F)	not	too	slow	pesante	heavy	peu	(F)	little	peu	à	peu	(F)	little	by	little	pianissimo	very	soft	(abbr.	pp)	piano	soft	(abbr.	p)	più	more	plus	(F)	more	poco	little	precipitando	hasty,	reckless	presque	(F)	almost	presto	fast,	rapid	prima,	primo	first	quasi	as	if,	nearly	(as	in	andante	quasi	allegretto)	rallentando
slowing	down	(abbr.rall.)	rasch	(G)	quick	religioso	religious	rêveusement	lent	(F)	pensively	slow	rhythmique	(F)	rhythmic,	strongly	accented	rigaudon	Provençal	dance;	moderate	tempo,	quadruple	time	rinforzando	reinforcing;	sudden	increase	in	loudness	for	a	single	tone,	chord,	or	passage	(abbr.	rfz.)	risoluto	strongly	marked	ritardando	slowing	down
(abbr.	rit.)	rubato	perform	freely	ruhig	(G)	quiet	sanft	(G)	sans	(F)	soft	without	sarabande	Spanish	dance;	slow	tempo,	triple	time	scherzando	playfully	schnell	(G)	fast	sec,	secco	dry	segue	follows;	next	section	follows	immediately;	or,	continue	in	a	similar	manner	sehr	(G)	very	semplice	simple	semplicemente	simply	sempre	always	sentito	with	feeling
senza	without	sforzando	forcing;	perform	a	single	note	or	chord	with	sudden	emphasis	(abbr.	sfz.)	siciliano	Sicilian	dance;	moderate	6	12	tempo,	8	or	8	meter	simile	similarly;	continue	in	the	same	manner	(abbr.	sim.)	slancio	impetuousness	sostenuto	sustained	sotto	under	sotto	voce	in	an	undertone;	subdued	volume	spirito,	spiritoso	spirit	staccato
detached;	with	distinct	breaks	between	tones	stark	(G)	strong	stendendo	slowing	down	(abbr.	stent.)	stringendo	pressing	onward	subito	suddenly	tant	(F)	as	much	tanto	so	much	tempo	time	tempo	giusto	correct	tempo	tendrement	(F)	tenderly	teneramente	tenderly	tenuto	held	tranquillo	tranquil	traurig	(G)	sad	très	(F)	very	triste	(F)	sad	tristezza
sadness,	melancholy	trop	(F)	too	much	troppo	too	much	un,	uno	one,	a,	an	una	corda	one	string;	on	the	piano:	use	soft	pedal	(abbr.	u.c.)	und	(G)	and	unisono	unison	vif	(F)	lively	vite	(F)	quick	vivace	very	fast	vivamente	very	fast	vivo	lively	volante	(F)	flowing	zart	(G)	tender,	delicate	zartlich	(G)	tenderly	ziemlich	(G)	somewhat,	rather	zierlich	(G)
delicate,	graceful	zögerend	(G)	lingering	415
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